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ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY AND CONTROL
DATA FOR CORRELATION WITH XB-70-1 FLIGHT TEST DATA
by John H. Wykes and Robert E. Lawrence'*
North American Rockwell Corporation/Los Angeles Division
Los Angeles, California
SIMMARY
The results of a study program established by NASA to provide supporting
information for correlation studies based on small-scale rigid-model wind
tunnel test data and results from flight tests of the XB-70-1 airplane are
reported. The ultimate objective of the overall program is to validate!with
flight results combined analytical and wind tunnel test techniques for deter-
mining performance and stability and control characteristics of flexible air-
craft .
INTRODUCTION
The flight test program conducted by NASA on the XB-70-1 airplane has
provided a unique opportunity to evaluate and validate state-of-the-art
performance and stability and control prediction techniques for flexible
aircraft. Rigid wind tunnel models having the deformed shape of a flexible
aircraft flying at a specific altitude-speed condition show attractive
potential for more accurately obtaining the effects of flexibility on drag
characteristics for the design conditions. However, lift and moment charac-
teristics as well as the drag at tunnel test conditions other than the design
condition must be corrected for the effects of the built-in deformed shape
to obtain vehicle characteristics valid for these nondesign flight cond-,
tions. In order to validate these techniques building on the extensive
*0ther key individuals who worked on the original XB-70 research and
development program and who have contributed to this report are:
Garth Parker, Aerodynamics; Gene C. Blecha, Aerodynamics; Kenneth F.
Anderson, Aerodynamics; Ron K. Florance, Aerodynamics; Sidney Siegel,
Dynamics Technology; Virginia L. Schaal, Dynamics Technology; Cecil A.
Stephens, Mass Properties; George Wan, Thermodynamics; Marvin M.
Fleishman, Induction System and Flow Compatibility; Warren D. Beaulieu,
Propulsion System Performance.
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analytical and test data available on the XB-70, NASA contracted with the
North American Rockwell Corporation/Los Angeles Division to conduct a two-
part program.
First, the NASA Flight Research Center entered into a contract
(NAS4-1530) with North American Rockwell Corporation/Los Angeles Division
which required the following:
1. Performing calculations essential to the definition of the geome-
trical shape of the flexible XB-70-1 airplane for a specific
supersonic cruise condition.
2. Designing a wind tunnel model (designated the Deformed Model) which
incorporated- the geometric shape for the specified flight condition.
5. Building the Deformed Model.
The three tasks were completed and the model delivered to NASA Ames for wind
tunnel testing to provide data for the objectives of the second part of the
program effort.
" The second part of the program, the details of which are the subject of
this report, was accomplished under two main analytical tasks which were as
f о 1 1 • •
TASK i - PERFORMANCE CORRELATION ANALYSES
i'-
i The end products of this task were:
1. Trimmed airplane deformed shape and control deflections.
I
2. Flexible-to-rigid ratio correction data for longitudinal stability
and control data for support of performance calculations.
3. Sensitivity effects of major aerodynamic parameters, thrust, and
miscellaneous discharge airflow.
4. Compilation of miscellaneous information important to accurate
performance calculations.
Data for ten flight conditions for which flight test data exist were
generated under this task.
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TASK II - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL PARAMETER CORRELATION ANALYSES
The end product of these analyses were:
1. Trimmed airplane deformed shape and control deflections.
2. Flexible-to-rigid ratio correction data for longitudinal stability
and control data.
3. Sensitivity effects of major aerodynamic parameters, thrust, and
miscellaneous discharge airflow.
4. Assessment of previous and current flexible XB-70 analyses.
Data for six flight conditions for which flight test data existed, and
one flight condition not having comparable flight test data, were generated
under this task.
Both of these analytical tasks had two phases. Phase 1 was accomplished
using the best available aerodynamic data existing at contract initiation;
in Phase 2 a determination was made, based on the wind tunnel test results
of the Deformed Model, whether the aerodynamic data used in Phase i calcu-
lation should be changed. Where changes were required, affected flight
condition data were recalculated.
NASA currently plans to utilize the data presented in this report as
part of additional in-house performance and stability and control analyses
and correlations with flight test results of the XB-70-1.
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FLIGHT CONDITIONS
The flight conditions for which detailed analyses were conducted
during this study are presented in tables 1 and 2. These conditions
were selected by NASA. Table 1 contains the flight conditions which
K'cre primarily oriented toward obtaining performance objectives; each
case identification number of this table is prefaced by the letter P.
Table 2 contains the flight conditions which were oriented primarily
toward longitudinal stability and control objectives; each case identi-
fication number of this table is prefaced by the letter SC. This
nomenclature is used extensively throughout the remainder of this report.
4 ,-
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TABLE 1
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* These data provided by NASA.
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TABLE 2
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+ These data provided by NASA.
* Not an actual flight case.
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ANALYTICAL AIRPLANE MODEL
This section details the physical description of the airplane model
used in the analytical studies reported herein. Figure 1 presents a
three view of the XB-70-1 airplane. A complete description of the XB-70-1
physical characteristics may be found in Appendix A.
Equations of Motion of the Flexible Airplane
A detailed treatment of the equations of motion used to describe the
longitudinal motion of the flexible XB-70-1 used in the analytical studies
is given in Appendix B. It will suffice here to mention that these equations
include rigid body plunge and pitch modes and a number of symmetric struc-
tural modes (four or more).
The accuracy of the data required by these equations of motion
determined the measure of success of the analytical portion of the study.
The flow chart of figure 2 shows the sequence of analyses which were
performed to achieve the desired objectives and will be helpful in under-
standing the following discussions.
Weight
The XB-70 empty weight data are believed to be quite accurate on the
whole. As airplane parts were built, it was possible to weight components
and continually upgrade original estimates., Thus, vehicle weight magnitudes
and distributions continually changed to reflect vehicle status. This
\\eight accounting procedure continued through the flight test stage. However,
the magnitudes and distributions reflected in the estimated flexible airplane
stability and control derivatives and trimmed airplane control deflections
of reference 1 represent a set of data fixed in time. They were an integral
part of the flexible airplane description which were not continually updated
after the XB-70 development program was truncated. A review of the vehicle
weight history through the flight test period shows that a considerable
deviation from estimates developed as equipment was installed or removed,
ballast added or removed, and vehicle structural repair undertaken. In the
present program, the analytical data generated which are to be compared to
flight test data have included these weight changes.
Thus, the first job of the present study was to check the no-fuel weight
definition of the airplane for the flight cases listed in tables 1 and 2.
The Mass Properties Group has maintained a running log of the changes
affecting the basic empty weight of the airplane. A detailed breakdown of
the weight onto a suitable grid was accomplished for the Flight 50 configura-
tion. This grid breakdown allowed the Structural Dynamics Group to assess
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the basic airplane weight distribution relative to that of the airplane
during the ground vibration tests. The weight records from Flight 50 to
those required for this study were reviewed, and items over 50 pounds were
noted as subtracting or adding to the Flight 50 weight status. From this
effort, an up-to-date set of empty whole-vehicle weight and inertia charac-
teristics (W, Iv) were determined along with a grid system of distributed
weights for the individual flight cases.
The second job for the Mass Properties Group was the determination of
the fuel loading for the required flight cases. Knowing the flight number
and instant of time in flight, existing flight records provided fuel tank
loading status, and the status of other consumables which allowed determina-
tion of total airplane weight, CG, and pitch inertia for each flight case.
, The original data supplied by NASA was reduced from flight test records
by( NR. These techniques of data reduction were reviewed in light of the
current program objectives and accuracy requirements. This review has
resulted in some differences in weight and C.G. location over those in
t.ibles 1 and 2. These differences are compared in table 3. Some diff-
ences arose because of doubtful fuel readings; these were revised by
considering the planned flight sequence and known deviations from this
sequence on a reasonable estimate basis. The revised data were used in the
analyses described herein.
Structural Mode Characteristics
Ground vibration tests to obtain structural symmetric and antisymmetric
mode shapes provided a check on the combined structural-mass characteristics
of1 the XB-70. Since, as discussed, a careful accounting of the weight
changes has been accomplished, it is felt that the ground vibration test
results are a good definition of the actual flight article structure.
The vehicle was shaken while the landing gear rested on air pillows of
low natural frequency; no fuel was on board and several wingtip deflections
weVe included. The raw test data were processed to remove gear restraints.
>
Table 4 compares the symmetric mode natural frequencies and generalized
masses for several configuration weight combinations. As shown, the vehicle
had higher vibration mode frequencies than calculated originally during the
early development phase. These earlier modal descriptions are the ones
reflected in the data of reference 1.
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The Structural Dynamics Group took the new distributed and total
weights and inertias for the basic empty-weight vehicle together with the
specific flight condition distributed fuel loadings and obtained the symme-
tric structural mode data required for this study. Modal data for the
cases required were generated through the use of the measured ground vibra-
tion test (GVT) modes, which were freed from ground support constraints
and orthogonalized analytically. The GVT modes are based on a set of 97
control points (CP) distributed throughout the air vehicle. Masses for
each of the cases were distributed to the set of 97 CP's in the form of
coupled mass matrices by means of an existing program. This program provides
for a matching of the shear, CG, and moment properties in local areas as well
as for the total air vehicle.
Once the mass matrix was defined for a given case, the free-free modal
vibration equations were set up and solved through an existing computer
program. The program essentially replaced the structural stiffness distri-
bution of the air vehicle by the generalized masses and the frequencies of
the GV1 nodes. For each case, a coupled generalized mass matirx was calcu-
lated using the 97 CP mass matrix and 16 GVT modes. The program solves
the eigenvalue problem for the 16th order matrices and then transforms the
generalized coordinates back to the original 97 degrees of freedom.
Existing aeroelastic analyses digital programs require the use of 118
control points. An existing quasilinear interpolation program transformed
the modal deflections at the GVT set of 97 control points to the required
118 points.
Under the XB-70 Flight Test Research Program (NASA Contract NASA-1175)
and the supplemental program, Analytical Evaluation of ILAF Performance on
the XB-70 Airplane (NASA Contract NAS4-1580), it was possible to examine
and update the aerodynamics, weight, and structural mode characteristics
reflecting the conditions of the airplane as actually flown in the manner
identical to the approach employed in this study. Comparisons of analytical
and flight test data for a number of actual cases flown were possible.
Some preliminary comparisons are shown in figures 3 through 5. These
data are frequency response plots of the load factor at the pilot station
due to excitation by the shaker vane located on the nose of the airplane
just ahead of the cockpit. These data show that structural frequency and
aerodynamic characteristics can be analytically predicted using the approaches
utilized for this program. While these responses are dynamic in nature, they
reflect the mass, structure, and aerodynamic characteristics which could also
affect trimmed airplane static bending and control surface deflections.
The actual symmetric structural mode data generated for this program
are presented in Appendix C.
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Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic description of the XB-70 is the combined result of
contributions from tests of several wind tunnel models in several
facilities coupled with theoretical and empirical data. The description
varied as a function of time as new data became available. An understand-
ing of the aerodynamic characteristics of the XB-70 and the work
accomplished under the present contract requires consideration of the
aerodynamic status at three points in time as well as the data sources
which contributed to the results. To aid in understanding the discussions
which follow, table 5 provides a listing of these three data sets,
where they were used, and the models and facilities from which data
were acquired. It should be emphasized that at no time Avas the aerodyna-
mic description a direct representation of a single wind tunnel test.
Rather, it was always the coordinated combination of all available infor-
mation.
The data set identified in the Basic Data Manual (BDM) was the
official description of the airplane during the vehicle development
period. Although a number of models were used during the program, Force
Model 5, built to the airplane jig shape, was the primary source of test
data on the final configuration. Due to truncation of the development
program, some test results acquired late in the project, which were
judged not to affect safety of flight, were not incorporated into the
Ш1. ^Vlso, during the later stages of the flight program, two wind
tunnel tests of Force Model 5 were conducted by NASA in the Ames facility
which were not incorporated into the BDM description.
The Phase 1 data set was derived by upgrading the ВПМ to reflect
available test results noted above as having ,been omitted. The aeroelas-
tic analyses which are necessary for flexible airplane studies require
definition of the distribution characteristics (shape and magnitude) of
the aerodynamic loads. Further, the load distributions must be balanced
to the force data (i.e., they must agree with the force data in both
normal force and pitching moment). The Phase 1 revision involved up-
grading both force data and load distributions on an as-needed basis.
Major effort centered around providing load distributions for the flight
conditions of Tables 1 and 2. A significant contribution to the Phase
1 revision was accomplished under recent contracts to NASA/FRC (Contracts
\.\S4-1530 and NAS4-1580).
\t the beginning of Phase 2 of the program, results of Ames wind
tunnel tests of the Deformed *fodel became available. The Deformed Model
was built to the Ig trim flight shape for performance case P8. Results
of these tests were to be incorporated into the analysis as necessary to
10
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define the Phase 2 data set. As was expected, the primary difference




т(а=0) due to the difference in shape of the two models; however, in
adSition, some revisions of the aerodynamic representation have resulted
from a review of the Deformed Model test data. A comparison of pertinent
results from the two models is presented in a later section.
During Phase 1, significant revisions to the rigid-body aerodynamic
force data were incorporated in three areas: eleven effectiveness, zero
angle of attack, and the dynamic stability derivatives due to a and q.
During Phase 2, the eleven effectiveness data were again revised, airplane
pitching moment data were modified and the effects of boundary layer bleed
were investigated. Each of these areas will now be discussed separately.
BDM eleven data reflected the earlier nonsegmented configuration.
During Phase 1, the elevon effectiveness in lift and pitching moment was re-
vised to account for the segmented elevens of the flight vehicle based on
limited wind tunnel test data from Force Model 5 at transonic and high
supersonic speeds. This revision, illustrated at zero angle of attack in
figures 6 and 7, was used in all Phase 1 analyses. The data indicated a
change in the magnitude of the load without any alteration in its distribu-
tion shape. Tests of the Deformed Model were run with both slab and seg-
mented elevens. Results of these tests showed the loss in control effec-
tiveness due to segmentation was generally less than indicated by the earlier
tests. The source of the discrepancy is attributed to excessive flexibility
of the Force Model 5 elevon hinge brackets resulting from strain gage
installations. The elevon effectiveness curves were modified to reflect the
Deformed Model segmented elevon data during Phase 2 for use in the final
airplane analyses. Figures 8 and 9 show the final segmented elevon
effectiveness used in the study at zero angle of attack. BDM slab elevon
curves are shown for comparison. The zero angle of attack data are shown
for convenience of comparison; but for analyses conducted, angle of
attack variations were included where pertinent.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the comparison with BDM curves of new
values of CM^-Q) and Qn/-
a=0-j used in Phase 1. The new data at zero angle
of attack were based on wind tunnel tests of Force Model 5 by NASA. These
values reflect a shift in the entire normal force and pitching moment curves
with no variation in lift curve slope or aerodynamic center. The load
distributions at zero angle of attack were modified in both magnitude
and shaoe to balance with the revised force data. In figures 12 and 13,
the Phase 1 variations of complete airplane normal force and pitching moment
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coefficients with angle of attack are compared with Ames test results of
Force Model 5 at selected Mach numbers for each of the three wing tip
positions. The incremental difference at a representative trim normal
force coefficient is noted on each curve whose Mach number is at or near
one of the conditions of tables 1 and 2. The variation of these incre-
ments with Mach number is illustrated in figures 14 and 15. The compari-
sons of figure 12 show that minor differences exist in the variation of
normal force coefficient and in nearly all cases the local slope at trim
is the same for both curves. The pitching moment data of figure 13 show
some very significant differences, both in shape and in magnitude at the
trim conditions, although only small differences exist in the local slope
at trim. Fortunately, the largest discrepancies occur at Mach numbers
which do not correspond to the flight conditions of tables 1 and 2.
Although these Ames test data of Force Model 5 were available at the
beginning of the program, it was but one of many sources of aerodynamic
information on the XB-70-1. Phase 1 studies were conducted using aerody-
namic representation which reflected the sum total of all available infor-
mation, eadi part of which was weighed for its validity and applicability.
During Phase 2, the excellent agreement of the Deformed Model data to the
Ames data taken on Force Model 5 added new emphasis to the latter data
set and led to the conclusion that the final aerodynamic model should re-
flect more directly the Ames test results. This conclusion was supported
by an improved understanding of the relationship between the Ames test data,
NR studies and the NASA performance analyses yet to be done.
\ complete revision of the aerodynamic model to reflect the Ames data
would have involved changing not only the force data but also the corres-
ponding load distribution data, a task which was beyond the scope of the
present nrogram. It was concluded that the major effect to be accounted
for was the incremental pitching moment difference at trim which was
accomplished by shifting the Phase 1 curves to coincide with the Ames curve
at the C\ for Ig trim. The normal force differences were concluded to be
minor and ignored. This approach produced the correct rigid-body pitch-
ing moment at trim and, as indicated by figures 12 and 13, normal force
and pitching moment slopes at trim which are very close to the Ames
data. Some error remains in the aeroelastic description, but its impact
is estimated to be small.
An investigation was made into the effect on trim of inlet boundary
layer bleed through the "sugar scoop" exit on the bottom of the fuselage
and through the diverter onto the wing upper surface. Detailed geometric
and flow descriptions of these items may be found in the section entitled
12
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Internal Aerodynamics. Two sources of data were available on the "sugar
scoop." Reference 2 shows the effect of the actual size duct and a double
size duct at M = 2.5 and 3.0. The double size,duct was run with and with-
out bleed airflow. Normal force and pitching moment due to airflow was
found to be negligible, but the pitching moment due to the presence of the
duct was significant. The Deformed Model was tested throughout the Mach
range both with and without the "sugar scoop" duct. No airflow was pre-
sent. The incremental pitching moment due to the duct is shown from both
tests as a function of llach number in figure 16. These data are included
in the final estimate of the Ig trim characteristics. No structural
mode excitation due to bleed was included due to lack of distribution
definition; however, this omission is estimated to be very small.
The only known data on the diverter are from unpublished data from
the Ames 103 test of Force Model 5. Comparison runs of diverter open
and diverter closed were made only at M = 2.5 and 3.01. At M = 2.5 the
increments due to the diverter are:
ACN = 0.008
= -0.0004
Very similar values were found at M = 3.0. Tins effect was estimated to
be worth Д5
е
 of approximately +1/4 degree. Since no definition of di-
verter effects was available at other Mach numbers, these values have
not been included in the analysis.
The effects of both deflection and airflow due to bypass door have
been included in the force data and in the mode excitations. Although
small, the effects of nose ramp position have also been included.
The generalized aerodynamic data determination for the structural
mode forces used lifting surface theory programs (references 3, 4,
5 and 6); these digital programs were not used in the generation
of the data in reference 1. Improved accuracy in the new data resulted.
Correlations and adjustments to data levels were based on CL test
data.
Another area that was upgraded was that of the fuselage generalized
forces. In the original analyses, a point load at the center of pressure
for the rigid aimlane loading was assumed. In this analysis, a modified
slender body theory was used to obtain a distributed load for purposes of
obtaining the modal generalized forces.
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The dynamic stability derivatives Cmq and Сщ^ reflected in the data
of reference 1 were predicted based on theory and correlations with existing
experimental data from similar component configurations. This approach was
reevaluated during this study program and new data were generated as a
result .
The rigid- body derivatives Cmn, Ota and the companion structural mode
generalized force derivatives Сгц
а
 for the wing can be determined from
either quasi -steady lifting surface theory or from unsteady lifting surface
theory. These data for this program were calculated using state-of-the-art
digital programs using the doublet lattice (subsonic Mach numbers) and Mach
box (supersonic Mach numbers) lifting surface theories.
The canard surface effects on these derivatives are implicit in the
equations of motion presented in Appendix B. The data for the canard
increment associated with the data of reference 1 are given in figure 17.
The fuselage effects on these derivatives were determined using a modi-
fied slender body theory.
The a derivatives Qn^ , CN^ and C^. for lifting surfaces are unique
among the longitudinal-symmetric derivatives in that one must obtain them
from unsteady lifting surface theory rather than quasi -steady theory.
These data were obtained subsonically using the doublet lattice theory and
supersonically from the Mach box theory. Given the dimensional generalized
forces Lh, Mh and Qih at the frequency of oscillation ш, the required




 1 J. §__ fL 1
Na uz 2p A^ Sw L J real
real
where: |_ Jreai indicates the real component of the bracketed general-
ized force.
The similar lifting surface derivatives of the canard have been neg-
lected as small; but the downwash-lag component of the canard influence is
implicitly included in the equations of motion in Appendix B.
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The о derivatives for the fuselage were assumed negligible.
Figures 18 and 19 present the wing-body derivatives CNq and Спь,
respectively, compatible with the information in reference I compared to
more recent information. Two types of more recent information are shown;
data generated for the study reported in reference 7 and data generated
during this study. The data of reference 7 were generated using only
unsteady aerodynamic lifting surface theories: subsonic kernel function or
Mach box. As shown, all of the <$т - 65° supersonic data generally agree,
while there are significant differences at ST = 0°, and 25° in the subsonic
region between reference 1 data and the more recent data. The most recent
data are the more accurate since they are based on more valid theory.
The CM* and Cm^ derivatives for the wing -body reflected in reference 1
data are shown in figures 20 and 21 respectively. Also shown are the more
recent data obtained in the same manner as the pitch derivatives just des-
cribed. Significant differences exist at all 6т positions and Mach numbers
except above M =2.0 where the derivatives become insignificant.
These early estimates of reference 1 were made using the basic super-
sonic theories of references 8 and 9 but modifying the results by the pro-
jected planform aspect ratio and area when the wing tips were deflected.
The results were extrapolated to the subsonic speeds using a wing lift
curve slope variation with Mach number.
Some perspective to help evaluate the noted d differences is provided
by the data of figure 22. The XB-70-1 has an aspect ratio of 1.65 (бт=25°) .
Entering the curve shown for Cm- at this value produces a positive value
for C
m
- which is consistent with the early estimate. But note how little
geometric change, tip deflection say, which could possibly affect apparent
aspect ratio and thus the sense of this derivative for the XB- 70- type wing
configurations. In the supersonic speed range, the a derivatives obtained
using the Mach box theories of references 6 and 7 have some disagreement,
These differences are attributed to the previously mentioned configuration
sensitive aspects and the small magnitude of the derivatives, plus the fact
that the Mach box theory of reference 6 has a more refined description of
the main wing and deflected tip mutual interference effects. Because of
the ability of the present state-of-the-art digital programs to reflect
three dimensional effects (particular deflected tip effects) , the results
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Digital Program Analysis Techniques
Analyses of the XB-70-1 flexible airplane characteristics were accom-
plished using an extensive inter-related group of computer program referred
to as the Seventeen-Degree-of-Freedom (17DOF) Analysis System. The system
encompassed a wide range of capabilities in five rigid-body degrees of
freedom including component build-up, moment reference transfer, steady-
state trim, flexible-to-rigid ratio, and a variety of dynamic response
parameters. Appropriate elements of this system were utilized in the pre-
sent study. While much of the analysis is straightforward, the following
highlights are useful to an understanding of the approach to the problem.
The XB-70 aerodynamic data due to rigid-body degrees of freedom are,
for the most part, nonlinear. Recognition of nonlinearities is essential
to accurate prediction of steady-state trim characteristics, but presents
severe complications in the computation of dynamic response. Linear data
are also of great importance in "quick-look" studies which are fundamental
to the understanding of any given configuration. To satisfy these diverse
requirements, the aerodynamic data are entered into the 17DOF programs in
nonlinear form. The equations of motion are also written in terms of non-
linear aerodynamics as shown in Appendix B. Steady state Ig trim is computed
by an iterative procedure using the nonlinear description. The calculation
of the deformed shape of the flexible airplane is a standard part of the
trim calculation.
After establishing the trim conditions, the aerodynamic data are
linearized by taking the local slopes of the curves at the trim point. The
linearized model is then used to determine dynamic response characteristics
and to compute flexible-to-rigid ratios of the various aerodynamic para-
meters. The latter procedure is discussed in Appendix D. Note that both
the dynamic response characteristics and the flexible-to-rigid ratios are
valid only for small perturbations from the Ig trim condition. The analyses
described above are normally accomplished for both the rigid and flexible
airplane. All results, including the linearized aerodynamic data, are
available in the program print-out.
The rigid-body aerodynamic data shown in Appendix E were obtained in
the manner described above. Care must be taken to understand the procedure
and avoid misuse of the quoted data. The following example is given to aid
in such understanding. Plots showing the variation of normal force and
pitching moment with angle of attack for the complete airplane at a repre-
sentative flight condition are given in figure 23. The plots show the basic
nonlinear curves, the calculated trim point, and the local slopes taken
through the points at trim angle of attack. Of prime importance here is
the fact that the extension of the linear slopes to zero angle of attack do
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not correspond to the actual (and quoted) values of 0^ ,
 n
-. and Cm^ .n-j. Thus
although the tabulated values of CN
a
 and Cm are correct for defining
perturbation characteristics around the trim point, they cannot be properly
used in conjunction with the listed values of CNfa-n-j and Опг
а=
п1 to describe
pitching moment at the trim angle of attack.
This limitation generally applies to normal force and pitching moment
variation with angle of attack for the wing-body and for the canard including
canard interference. The difficulty does not apply to other aerodynamic
parameters within the range of interest of this study.
One other feature of the quoted values of CN^-Q-) and CW
a=0-) needs clari-
fication. No provision existed in the 17DOF program for separate inputs of
items such as thrust, bleed, etc. To avoid costly reprogramming, all such
effects for a particular case were combined with the zero angle of attack
values and are included in the values listed in Appendix E.
Gearing Curve
On the XB-70 the eleven and canard control surfaces were interconnected
to operate together. A schematic of the longitudinal control system
arrangement is shown in figure 24. Without the Flight Augmentation Control
System (FACS), the pilot column motion is mechanically connected to the
canard and eleven actuation devices. Motion of the two surfaces with
respect to each other is described by a linear gearing curve which is
characterized by its slope and intercept, as illustrated in figure 25.
The pilot can trim the airplane through the trim actuator. With the
control column force trimmed out, (that is, Xt = X
c
, ignoring any friction
in the system), the pilot could turn the FACS on at any time without
inducing transients into the system because of the cancellation of the
signals from the trim actuator (Xt) and the pilot column (Xc)• With the
FACS on, however, a signal can originate from Xc (column force not trimmed
out, Xt * Xc) to cause an electrical signal to the eleven which is a func-
tion of the gain schedule, Khp. The canard has only a mechanical linkage
and is not influenced by the FACS. Thus, with the airplane sitting on the
ground, the control system can have a different gearing curve, FACS on and
FACS off; with FAGS on, the gearing will have a larger slope, d6e/d6
c
,
intercepting the FACS off curve at the trim column position.
Under accelerated flight conditions, signals which are a function of
load factor and pitch rate subtract from the pilot column signal in an
approximate return to the FACS off gearing slope.
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Figure 25 shows a curve of the design mechanical gearing and flight
test measured data for two types of maneuvers; a Ig accelerated level flight
case and a roller coaster case. As can be seen, the data exhibit nearly
the same slone but are offset from the mechanical gearing by approximately
-2° and +3° elevon deflection, respectively. Similar deviations are
apparent in varying magnitude throughout the cases of tables 1 and 2. Two
features of the control system appear to provide the explanation for these
offsets. First, the gearing is between the canard and the average of the
two No. 1 (inboard) segments. Due to the "piano key" variation between
segments, the average deflection of all segments is rarely equal to the
average of the two No. 1 segments. (The mismatch between adjacent seg-
ments which produces the "piano key" effect is mechanically limited to 1°.)
The second explanation lies in an hysteresis characteristic which results
from system friction. The following example will serve to demonstrate
this feature.
The control system characteristics quoted in the example were obtained
from reference 11. The friction band for the longitudinal control system is
approximately 14 Ibs. The feel spring is 14 Ibs/in plus an increment due
to the q-bellows differential pressure, APjj. For the XB-70-1 at ДРв = О,
the column force gradient is 14 Ibs/in and increases to 22.2 Ibs/in at
M = 3.0 at 70,000 ft. In the control system schematic of figure 24, imagine
that the 14 Ibs of friction occurs in the line from the control column to
the control surface actuators. Observe the 14 Ibs/in feel spring to the left
of the column. Assume that the pilot trims with the trim knob rather than
the control column. Note here that Xt, the trim actuator input to FACS,
moves with the trim knob but not with the column. Data to be shown later in
the section entitled Flexible Airplane Longitudinal Characteristics show
that бе for Ig trim increases positively as the transonic region is approached
and decreases at higher supersonic Mach numbers.
Using the transonic acceleration of figure 25 as a sample, as the air-
plane accelerates, an incremental positive 6
e
 is required. The pilot moves
the trim knob to obtain an incremental positive бе. Assume the points X
c
and Xt are equal prior to movement of the trim knob. The trim actuator
extends, increasing Xt causing a forward force on the control column. The
trim displacement, Xt, increases 14 lbs/14 Ibs/in = 1 inch to cause a force
on the column equal to the friction in the longitudinal control system.
The column displacement, X
c
, is unchanged since the force due to the feel
spring equals the friction in the system. With FACS on the бе due to the
FACS servo is
6S = Kxp-["(nz-l) Knz+qKq]
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Assume the airplane is near trim so that [(nz-l) Knz+qKq ]«sO then
6S = (-1.0) (4.65)(.45) = -2.09°. The Khp=.45 was approximated from the
curve on the right side of figure 24. This value of 5e = -2.09° is approxi-
mately the offset shown on figure 25 for transonic acceleration at 35,000 ft.
By similar reasoning the value of <SS for the M=2.5 roller coaster
maneuver at 63,000 ft. is (1.0)(4.65)(.65) = 3.02°. The sign of the
incremental eleven due to the friction band depends on whether an incre-
mental postive or negative 5e is required for trim.
Reference 11 may be consulted for further, more detailed descriptions
of the control system. Those characteristics outlined above are believed
to provide a logical explanation of the flight test control deflection data,
thereby removing suspicion of the experimental values cast by the disagree-
ment with the mechanical gearing curve. It was decided early in the program
that the analytical studies should be based on a gearing curve parallel to
the mechanical gearing but offset to pass through the flight-measured point
for any given case. In view of the present understanding of the control
system, that choice still provides the most proper and realistic representa-
tion.
The Deformed Model, which was designed under an earlier contract
(NASA/FRC Contract NAS4-1530), was built to a Ig trim shape which was com-
outed using the design gearing curve.
Flight Test Eleven Values
At each of the points specified in tables 1 and 2, control deflections
have been determined from the flight test records for comparison with
analytically predicted values. Several aspects of these flight test
measurements are worthy of consideration.
As previously described, the canard and elevens are geared mechanically
to move together according to the equation 6e = 20 — 6.67 &c- The perfor-
mance cases of table 1 were flown with the FACS on and the pilot attempting
to maintain steady flight. The stability and control points of table 2
were flown with both FACS off and hands off. As would be expected from the
earlier discussion of gearing characteristics, the control deflections for
all cases exhibit deviation of various amounts from the design gearing curve.
Deviations of the performance cases are generally larger than those of the
stability and control cases.
The elevens consist of twelve individual segments all of which operate
with 0° wing tips; eight segments operate with wing tips folded. Quoted
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flight test values of eleven deflection are averages of all operating seg-
ments. Further insight into the eleven characteristics may be obtained
from an examination of flight test time histories of eleven deflections.
Figure 26 presents time histories of the individual segments over an 18
second time period in the vicinity of the data point for performance case P2.
The data time of the point is indicated. The star denotes the average value
of the eight operating segments at the data time quoted in table 1. Two
features are readily apparent: first, steady-state conditions do not exist
at the data time; and second, the relative positions of the segments are
continually varying. This sample, chosen at random, is representative of
the behavior at all of the data points of table 1.
To aid in evaluating the eleven characteristics, averages of the left
hand segments, the right hand segments, and all segments were computed over
approximately a ten second time interval in the vicinity of each data point.
These averages are plotted as a function of time in figure 27. Although the
individual segment behavior is lost in this form of presentation, the aver-
age values demonstrate considerable control motion just prior to the data
time input which implies lateral motion of the vehicle.
Table 6 presents a summary of the eleven deflection characteristics
for each of the ten performance cases. At the specified data time, the
average deflections of the left hand segments, the right hand segments,
and all segments are tabulated. These values may be read directly from the
curves of figure 27 at the specified times. Also listed for each side is
the maximum deviation of individual segments from the average value in both
positive and negative directions. These deviations were taken at the flight
test data point nearest to the specified time.
To provide an indication of the extent of control motion, a similar set
of data is tabulated for a 6-second time interval. In each case the interval
was selected to include five flight test data points immediately preceding
the point time with the sixth point either at or slightly after the point
time. The deflections listed are averaged over the 6-second time period.
The deviations quoted are the average of the maximum deflections at each of
the six data points.
The last column lists the original eleven deflection values from table 1.
Comparison of these values with the data time averages and the six second
averages provide some measure of the uncertainty which must be attached to
the flight test deflections. The wide discrepancy for point P7 was the
result of bad data which was later corrected by a second reduction of flight
records. The data point average has therefore been substituted for the
original value in the correlations of this study and the list of table 1.
Agreement between the three columns for all other cases is within 1/2 degree.
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Ibis magnitude was not believed to be justification for revising the already
completed analyses. Original eleven deflections, therefore, appear in all
performance case correlations except for case P7.
A brief review of the canard deflection data revealed only minor varia-
tions with time during the intervals near the performance case data points.
This is not unexpected since the FACS does not affect the canard position.
A similar check was made of the flight test data for the stability and
control cases of table 2. With FACS off and hands off, both canard and
eleven deflection values are essentially invariant during the Ig trim inter-
val, making time histories superfluous. It was noted, however, that several
of the original control deflection values were in error. The values listed
in table 2 have been revised accordingly.
Judging by the flight records discussed above, the test technique of
FACS off and hands off employed for the stability and control cases provided
a well stabilized Ig trim condition. On the other hand, the FACS on and hands
on approach used for the performance cases resulted in almost continuous
control motion and in some cases noticable airplane motion. The analytical
analyses assume stabilized Ig flight and in no way accounts for transient
motions of the control surfaces or the airplane. Further, the analytical
model assumes equal deflection of all eleven segments. The variation between
segments, which is different for each point, is not represented. These
factors should be kept in mind in the assessment of analytical/flight test
performance correlations which are the final goal of the program.
Roller Coaster Flight Test Data
For performance cases P3 and P8 of table 1, estimates were made of the
deformed shape under accelerated flight conditions. The flight conditions
to which these shapes are to be related were obtained from roller coaster
maneuvers performed after the Ig trim. The analytical study required
knowledge of the airplane motion characteristics at the points of interest
in addition to the usual weight and flight condition description. Table 7
presents a summary of both the accelerated flight condition data and the
related Ig trim data from table 1.
Several aspects of these data should be noted. The analytical study
assumed that the gross weight, center of gravity and weight distribution of
the base trim case were still valid for the accelerated flight points.
Similar assumptions apply to Mach number and altitude. This approach was
necessary to avoid costly regeneration of modal and aerodynamic data which
was beyond the scope of the present investigation. Mach number and altitude
variations are small and probably do not introduce significant error. Con-
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siderable time lag between the Ig trim and the roller coaster maneuver did
occur, particularly on Flight 70, which would result in an unknown charge
in the weight characteristics.
Segments of time histories of flight-measured pitch rate, load factor
and eleven deflection during the roller coaster maneuver are shown for
Flights 1-76 and 1-70 in figures 28 and 29, respectively. The data time
for both the high and low load factor cases are indicated. The time histories
of both flights show a rather erratic variation of pitch rate. An average
value was used in the analysis rather than the specific magnitude at the
data time.
Control deflection values for the same time segments of the roller
coaster maneuvers are plotted on the Ig trim gearing curves in figure 30.
For case P8, the roller coaster control deflection values follow the gearing
curve very closely. For case P3, the limited flight test data falls some-
what off the Ig gearing curve, suggesting a maneuver gearing of slightly
different slope. While such a change in slope is possible with the FAGS on
(see discussion in section entitled Gearing Curve), it was decided to retain
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О Flight test data (Tit 1-81 Pt 1), preliminary data reduction by
NASA/FRC
Analytical data reflecting actual vehicle weight, shake test structural














Figure 3.- Comparison of analytical and flight test measured load factor at
pilot station due to shaker vane input, XB-70-1, medium weight,
5T = 65°, M'= 1.6, hp = 40,000 ft.,SAS on
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О Flight test data (Fit 1-75), preliminary data reduction by NASA/FRC
— Analytical data reflecting actual vehicle weight, shake test structural













Figure 4.- Comparison of analytical and flight test measured load factor at
pilot station due to shaker vane input, XB-70-1, heavy weight,
Й
Т = 25°, M = .90, hp = 25,000 ft.. SAS on
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О Flight test data (Fit 1-81 Pt 2), preliminary data reduction by
NASA/FRC
Analytical data reflecting actual vehicle weight, shake test structural











Figure 5.- Comparison of analytical and flight test measured load factor at
pilot station due to shaker vane input, XB-70-1, light weight,
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Non-segmented, BDM Data

























Figure 6.- Eleven effectiveness in normal force, Phase 1
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Figure 7.- Eleven effectiveness in pitching moment, Phase 1
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Note: Data shown is for eleven segments on one side only at a = Oc
Non-segmented, BDM Data
























Figure 8.- Eleven effectiveness in normal force, Phase 2
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Note: Data shown is for eleven segments on one side only at a = Oc
Non-segmented, BDM Data
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Figure 9.- Eleven effectiveness in pitching moment , Phase 2
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Figure 10.- Wing-body normal force coefficient at zero angle of attack
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Figure 11.- Wing-body pitching moment coefficient at zero angle of attack
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.3-
ВШ, Phase 1 Revision
Force Model 5
^ ACN = -.016 at trim CN
a) ST = 0°
Figure 12.- Airplane normal force coefficient vs angle of attack
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BUM, Phase 1 Revision
О Force Model 5
= ACN = -.007 at trim
f
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.3..
cN
BDM, Phase 1 Revision
О Force Model 5
AQj = .007 at trim CN
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Figure 13.- Airplane normal force coefficient vs pitching moment coefficient
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RDM, Phase 1 Revision
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Figure 14.- Incremental difference in airplane normal force coefficient
at Ig trim between Force Model 5 and ВШ
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Figure IS.- Incremental difference in airplane pitching moment coefficient
at Ig trim between Force Model 5 and ВШ
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Figure 16.- Incremental airplane pitching moment coefficient
due to bleed duct
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Figure 17.- Normal force and pitching moment coefficient
due to pitching, canard
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О Lifting Surface Theory Data
From Program of Reference 7
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Figure 18.- Normal force coefficient due to pitching, wing-body
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From Program of Reference 7

















Pitch and Moment Axis at .25
Figure 19.- Pitching moment coefficient due to pitching,, wing-body
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О Lifting Surface Theory Data
From Program of Reference 7
•4- Lifting Surface Theory Data
From Present Study
— BDM Data
Figure 20.- (Normal force coefficient due to vertical acceleration, wing-body
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Figure 21.- Pitching moment coefficient due to
vertical acceleration, wing-body
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Figure 26.- ; Time histories of eleyon segment deflection
performance case P2, fit. 1-76
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Seconds after 1:42
О Avg of LH segments Q Avg of RH segments Avg of all segments
Figure 27.- Time histories of eleven deflection
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Figure 28.- Time history of a roller coaster maneuver - Flight 1-76
M = 1.153, hp= 33,910 feet
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Figure 29.- Time history of a roller coaster maneuver, Flight 1-70,,
M = 2.5, hp= 63,337 ft.
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High-g roller coaster points
Low-g roller coaster points
Flight 1-70 (Case P8)
-8
Figure 30.- Control gearing during roller coaster maneuver
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FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
This section presents the results of analyses of the aircraft longi-
tudinal flight characteristics for the seventeen conditions listed in
tables 1 and 2.
Flexible Airplane Longitudinal Characteristics Summary
At each of the specified flight conditions, analyses of the longi-
tudinal characteristics of the vehicle were accomplished based on the
Phase 2 analytical model described in earlier sections. A summary of re-
sults for each case is presented in tables 8 through 25 . For convenience,
pertinent configuration and flight condition details have been tabu- !
lated at the top of each page. A general description of the data format
and characteristics will be followed by observations pertaining to
specific cases.
The first block of data provides a comparison of Ig trim conditions.
Computed angle of attack and control deflection data for both the rigid
and flexible airplane are tabulated together with flight test control
deflection values. No comparisons of angle of attack were required.
The difference between a and ac is the forebody slope at the canard
due to structural deformation. Mode deflection values,for the flexible
airplane are also listed. These values, together with the mode shape
data of Appendix C, were used to compute the deformed shape at Ig trim
according to the equation:
4
Z(x,y) = L (^x.y)^
i=l
Values of Z(x,y) are tabulated in Appendix F. All trim data are for the
quoted canard-to-elevon gearing curve which was defined to pass through
the flight test values.
Force data obtained by linearization of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics at the trim point are presented in Appendix E. A
discussion of the data and their interpretation and limitations may be
found in the section entitled "Digital Program Analysis Techniques".
The second block of data is composed of flexible-to-rigid ratios of
lift and pitching moment due to various aerodynamic loadings. Data are
shown for component loadings as well as for total airplane. As an example,
the load source in the second row is defined to be angle of attack, wing-
body. The value in the lift column should be interpreted to be
of the wing-body; the value in the moment columns should
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v/(4dy.gid of ^е wing-body. The fourth row pro-
vides corresponding values for the complete airplane. It should be noted
that in computing component ratios, such as (Q^ Flex/Q^ Rigid^ WB ^ at ^e
rigid-body driving function is only the loading on the specified component,
but structural deformation and the loading due to deformation are for the
complete airplane. A detailed description of procedures for obtaining
flexible-to-rigid ratios is presented in Appendix D.
The flexible-to-rigid ratios were computed for conditions at Ig trim,
i.e., for the values of the aerodynamic derivatives tabulated in Appendix
E. Strictly speaking, they are valid only for small perturbations around
the Ig trim point. In practical usage, the limitation depends on the
degree of nonlinearity of rigid parameter.
A word of explanation is appropriate for the canard lift ratios due
to either angle of attack or deflection. The total load due to the canard
is composed of two parts: The direct load acting on the canard itself,
and the interference load acting on the wing. At subsonic and low super-
sonic speeds, the two lift components are nearly equal and opposite,
although they both contribute to structural deformation. Since the base
for the ratio is nearly zero, any small change in loading can produce a
very large ratio.
Pitch rate derivative ratios are based on original BDM values for
all performance cases but reflect upgraded lifting surface estimates for
all stability and control cases. It is believed that the ratios would be
only slightly influenced by the rigid data revision. Flexible-to-rigid
ratios for ct terms are included only for the stability and control cases.
Further discussion of the dynamic stability parameters is given in the
section entitled Aerodynamics. Rigid values of a and q parameters for
the complete airolane are shown for the stability and control cases of
table 2 in table El8 of Appendix E.
The third block of data on the summary sheets presents short period
characteristics for both the rigid and flexible airplane. These data are
a normal product of the computer program used for the trim analyses and
are included for general information even though not requested as part
of the study. The original ВШ estimates of a and q effects were used
in these computations. The dynamic characteristics are based on
linearized aerodynamics taken at the Ig trim point.
Table 15, performance case P8, presents data computed using a gearing
curve through the flight test control deflection values and based on
Phase 2 aerodynamics which are consistent with the other cases. Table 116
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presents trim data for performance case P8 based on the design gearing and
Phase 1 aerodynamics. These latter results came from the earlier study
and were the basis for design of the deformed model.
No flight test control .deflections were measured for stability and
control case SC5, which is a hypothetical case based on actual flight re-
cords to define a realistic weight distribution at a desired gross weight
and center of gravity combination. The gearing curve for SC5 was select-
ed to agree with that of SC4.
It was determined late in the program that flight test control de-
flections for the stability and control cases of Table 2 required revi-
sion from the original values supplied by NASA. In keeping with the
general philosophy of conducting the analytical studies using control
gearing curves through the flight test points, revised estimates of the
trim characteristics were needed to reflect the later experimental data.
Since deformed shape definitions were not required for the stability and
control cases, these corrections were made by hand using the relation-
ships described in Appendix G. The mode deflection values have been
deleted from the summary tables and the tabulation of deformed shape
have been omitted from Appendix F. The original values of flexible-to-
rigid ratios and short period characteristics have been retained in the
summaries. The small changes in trim parameters were estimated to have
small impact on these terms.
Canard Lift Coefficient at Ig Trim
Table 26 presents a tabulation of canard lift coefficient at Ig
trim for each of the performance cases of Table 1. These data are pro-
vided to support estimation by NASA of flexible airplane drag characteris-
tics from results of wind tunnel tests of the Deformed Model. The
values represent the load acting on the flexible canard panel plus
carry-over on the fuselage forebody, but do not include the interference
load acting on the wing due to the presence of the canard. The data were
read from nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of the canard at values of
ac and sc f°r Ig trim and corrected for flexibility of the canard panel.
Correlations of Control Deflections
The comparison of flight test control deflections with analytical
predictions are presented for performance cases in figure 31, and for
stability and control cases in figure 32. These comparisons are shown on
gearing curves of 8e vs 8C to aid in evaluating the agreement. The
plots also serve to illustrate the deviation of the flight point gearing
from the design gearing. Rigid airplane trim points have been included to
indicate the extent of flexibility effects in trim. For performance case
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P8, points are shown for both the flight point gearing and the design
gearing. No flight test data are available for stability and control case
SC5, which is a hypothetical, case.
A summary of the analytical/flight test comparisons are presented as
a function of Mach number in figure 33. The top graph shows both experi-
mental and computed values, while the bottom shows the mismatch or
difference between the flight test and analytical values. No points are
shown for stability and control point SC5 because of the lack of flight
data.
To illustrate the improvement derived from the present study, the
mismatch of the original XB-70-1 data is indicated on figure 33, based
on data from the summary plot of reference 12. Rather than discrete
points, a narrow band has been used to indicate these results at the
flight conditions of tables 1 and 2 since no convenient means exists for
identifying gross weight/center of gravity conditions of reference 12
values.
With the exception of case P10, at M = 1.06, very significant improve-
ment is observed for all the test points. In fact, nearly all predicted
deflections are within ±1° of the measured values, which is probably close
to the limiting accuracy of the flight test data. It is particularly
interesting to note that the original diverging error at high supersonic
speeds has been eliminated and the transonic mismatch has been minimized
except for the point at M = 1.06. The difficulties in the latter case
are attributed to the aerodynamic definition, reflecting the usual
problems of transonic wind tunnel testing. In particular, the M = 1.06
deflection is sensitive to elevon effectiveness which exhibits a very
steep slope in that region as shown in figure 9. The curve is faired
somewhat arbitrarily through data points at M = .6, .8, .95, 1.2 and 1.4.
A different fairing or a slight change in the Mach number of the test
point could result in considerable change in Cmge . Although their behavior
is less radical, similar limitations apply to other aerodynamic parameters.
One of the most significant results which became apparent during the
study was the trim sensitivity at supersonic speeds due to loss in con-
trol effectiveness. At M = 2.5, for instance, AQn = .0007 is equivalent
to 1° of (geared) elevon deflection. Magnitudes of this order are easily
lost in testing and plotting accuracy unless great care is exercised. As
an indication of the significance of this sensitivity, it was found that
the boundary layer bleed (sugar scoop) on the bottom fuselage iwas worth
1° at M = 2.5, decreasing to ~.75° at the lower supersonic speeds.
Boundary layer bleed flow through the diverter exiting on the wing upper
surface was found to be worth .25° at M = 2.5. No evaluation iwas avail-
able at other Mach numbers.
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1G Deformation Patterns
Isometric plots of wing-body deflections at Ig trim are presented in
figures 34 through 43 for the performance cases of table 1. These plots
are presented for a rapid assessment of the nature of the deformation
pattern for each case. Tabulations of the deflection values are contained
in Appendix F. Neither plots nor tabulations were required for the
stability and control cases of table 2.
Characteristics During Roller Coaster Maneuvers
The characteristics presented in the preceding sections have all
applied to conditions at or near Ig trim. Late in the program, a limited
investigation was made at conditions significantly remote from Ig.
Flight test data describing the variation with time of load factor, pitch
rate, and control deflection during a roller coaster maneuver performed
after the Ig trim point was provided by NASA for performance cases P3
and P8. A detailed discussion of this data is presented in the section
entitled Roller Coaster Flight Test Data. One high load factor point
and one low load factor point were selected by NASA for future performance
analyses. These same points were used by MR as the basis for control
deflection comparisons and deformation estimates.
For these analyses, load factor and pitch rate were specified and
the solution defined the angle of attack, control deflection values, and
deformation shape necessary to provide a balance at that instant of time.
Values of load factor and pitch rate used in the analyses are listed
in table 7.
Before presenting the results of these analyses, certain features
should be explained. As shorn in table 7, there are small variations in
xlach number and altitude between the Ig trim points and the points of
interest during the roller coasters. There was also approximately seven
and a half minutes time delay between the Ig trim and the roller coaster
points for case P8 (Flight 1-70) and nearly two minutes delay for case
P3. The time lag means that somewhat different gross weight/center of
gravity conditions existed during the roller coasters compared to the base
case at trim for which weight and structural mode data had been developed.
It is estimated that for case P8, between 7000 and 20,000 Ibs. of fuel
would have been burned during the 7-1/2-minute time interval. No such
rapid estimate of center of gravity travel was possible. The effects of
these variations have been ignored in the analyses which were conducted
for weight and flight conditions of the base cases. The impact of these
variations are estimated to be negligible with the possible exception of
the center of gravity movement for case P8.
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Figure 30' shows the control deflection values during the roller
coaster maneuvers plotted on the Ig trim gearing curves for P3 and P8.
The data for P8 follows the Ig gearing curve in slope with a slight off-
set in intercept, while that for P3 implies a small change in slope. It
was decided to ignore these changes and retain the Ig gearing in these
analyses so that the analytical estimates of load factor effects are
compatible with the Ig trim results for each case. If desired, the
effects of the change in gearing may be readily evaluated using the
procedure derived in Appendix G.
Because of the differences described above, care should be exercised
in relating these data to the flight test characteristics. The analyti-
cal results are probably best used to describe an incremental change from
the Ig trun conditions.
Analytical estimates of angle of attack and control deflections are
shown for the roller coaster points in table 27 for P3 and in table 28
for case P8. Flight test values of control deflection are listed for
eadi case for comparison. No significant changes in flexible-to-rigid
ratios from the Ig cases occurred.
Comparisons of analytical and flight test control deflections for
P3 and P8 are shown on gearing plots in figure 44. The Ig trim compari-
sons are included for convenience.
Plots of the deformed shape of the wing-body are shown for P3 in
figures 45 and 46 , and for P8 in figures 47 and 48 . These plots are
included to provide ready visualization of the deformation. Tabulations
of the deformation values may be found in Appendix H.
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TABLE 8.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE PI
Flight No. 81 Mach No. 0.76, Altitude 25,750f t
Gross Weight 318,394 Ibs C.G. .241^ ( FS 1613.0 )
Tip Position 0 deg Bypass Doors 0 deg Ramp Down






 = 4.16 deg
6C = 2 . 3 6 deg
6
e
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a = 4.18 deg щ = -.1252 ft
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TABLE 9.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P2
Flight No. 76 Mach No. 0.93 Altitude 32,700 ft
Gross Weight 480,310 Ibs C.G. .219^ ( FS 1592.7 )
Tip Position 25 deg Bypass Doors 0 deg Ramp Down
Velocity 914 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 337 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 6.14 deg
a
c
 = 6.14 deg
6C = 2.36 deg
6
e





a = 6.16 deg
c,
c
 = 6.33 deg
6C = 2.17 deg
6
e











6C = 2.15 deg
6
e
 = 2.4 deg
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
Angle of attack, canard






















Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 10.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P3
Flight No. 76 Mach No. 1.18 Altitude 33,750ft
Gross Weight 334,450 Ibs C.G. .223^ ( FS 1596.4 )
Tip Position 25 deg Bypass Doors 3.23deg Ramp Down
Velocity = 1155 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 516 Ibs/ft
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a =3 .15 deg
ac = 3.15 deg
6C = 1.39 deg
5 = 7.62 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 3.17 deg
ac = 3.25 deg n2
= -.0660 £t
= -.3210 ft
1.02 deg n3 = -0047 ft
<5e - 10.13 deg л
ц








 = 16.90 -6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At о = О
Angle of attack, wing body
» Angle of attack, canard
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TABLE 11.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P4
Flight No. 81 Mach No. 1.60 Altitude 38,600 ft
Gross Weight 400,104 Ibs C.G. .217c
w
 ( FS 1590.2 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 3.27deg Ramp Down
Velocity 1549 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 753 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 2 . 7 5 deg
a
c
 = 2.75 deg
6C = 1.28 deg
6
e
 = 8.76 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 2.81 deg
ct
c
 = 2.82 deg




 10.72 deg п
ц
nj = -.0720 ft









 =17.30 -6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
• Angle of attack, canard











Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 12.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P5
Flight No. 79 Mach No. 1.67 Altitude 42,000 ft
Gross Weight 387,309 Ibs C.G. .220с^  ( FS 1592.9 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 2.80 deg Ramp Down
Velocity 1617 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 697 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLECQMPUTED-RIGID
a = 2.96 deg
a
c
 = 2.96 deg
6C = 1.51 deg
6
e
 = 8.43 deg
a = 3.02 deg
c
= -.0658 ft
a  = 3.02 deg n2 = -.4251 ft
6C = 1.25 deg n3 = .0284 ft
6
e
 = 10.20 deg п
ц
 = -.0135 ft
FLIGHT TLST
<5C = 1.38 deg
<5
e





At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
• Angle of attack, canard










Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 13.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P6
Flight No. 79 Mach No. 2.10 Altitude 48,600 ft
Gross Weight 392,409 Ibs C.G. .211с„ ( FS 1584.8 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 7.40 deg Ramp Down
Velocity 2033 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 804 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 2.99 deg
o
c
 = 2.99 deg
6C = 1.91 deg
6
e
 = 6.66 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 = 19.40-6.67 <5C
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 2.97 deg
a
c
 = 2.76 deg
6C = 2.14 deg
6
e
 = 5.14 deg
rij = .0894 ft
n2 = -.3523 ft
n3 =-.0139 ft
Лц = .0593 ft
FLIGHT TbST
6C = 1.98 deg
6
e
 = 6.2 deg
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
•Angle of attack, canard











Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 14.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P7
Flight No. 67 Mach No. 2.15 Altitude 57,600 ft
Gross Weight 353,535 Ibs C.G. -211cw ( FS 1584.6 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 6.78 deg Ramp Down




ac = 3.99 deg
6C = 2.61 deg
6e = 3.54 deg
a = 3.97 deg r\l = .0447 ft
ac = 3.88 deg n2 = -.3749 ft
6C = 2.74 deg n3 = -.0225 ft
6e = 2.69 deg л
ц
 = -.0061 ft
FLIGHT TEST
<5C = 2.59 deg
<5
e
 = 3.7 deg
Gearing: б
е
 =20.97 -6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
•Angle of attack, canard











Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 15.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P8, FLIGHT TEST GEARING
Flight No. 70 MachNo. 2.53 Altitude 62,980 ft
Gross Weight 376,516 Ibs C.G. .218^ ( FS 1591.0 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors l.SOdeg Ramp Up






 = 4.16 deg
6C = 2.66 deg
6
e
 = 4.28 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 4.15 deg nj = .0127 ft
a
c
 = 4.16 deg Л2 = -.3374 ft
6C = 2.72 deg n3 = -.0191 ft
«e = 3.89 deg п
ц










At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
•Angle of attack, canard











Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 16.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SIM4ARY












 = 4.26 deg
6C = 3.00 deg
6
e













 - 20.0-6.67 6C
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TABLE 17.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P9
Flight No. 82 Mach No. 2.50 Altitude 61,625 ft
Gross Weight 381,591 Ibs C.G. .216^ ( FS 1596.2 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 3.80 deg Ramp Down
Dynamic Pressure 611 lbs/ft2Velocity 2420 ft/sec
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 4 . 0 4 deg
o
c
 = 4.04 deg
6C = 2.54 deg
6
e
 = 4.44 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 4.03 deg r^ = -0154 ft
a
c
 = 4.00 deg n2 = -.3743 ft
6C = 2.62 deg n3 = -.0197 ft
6
e
 = 3.94 deg п
ц




 = 2. 76 deg
<5
е
 = 3.0 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 = 21.40-6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
•Angle of attack, canard












Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 18.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
PERFORMANCE CASE P10
Flight No. 66 Mach No. 1.06 Altitude 27,160 ft
Gross Weight 436,975 Ibs C.G. .223^ ( FS 1596.2 )
Tip Position 25deg Bypass Doors l.Sldeg Ramp Down










<$e = 4.74 deg
a = 3.51 deg Hj = -.1173 ft
a
c
 = 3.59 deg n2 = -.7058 ft
6C = 1.52 deg n3 = -.0034 ft
«e
 =








At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
•Angle of attack, canard































Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 19.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SCI
Flight No. 63 Mach No. 0.76 Altitude 15,500ft
Gross Weight 480,425 Ibs C.G. .221с„ ( FS 1593.9 )
Tip Position 0 deg Bypass Doors 0 deg Ramp Down
Velocity 802 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 473 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 4 . 3 4 deg
a
c
 = 4.34 deg
6C = 2.70 deg
5
e
 = 1.57 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 4 . 3 8 deg
a
c
 = 4.63 deg
5C = 2.45 deg
5
e




 = 2.36 deg
6
e
 = 3.80 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 = 19-54 -6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
* Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 20.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SC2
Flight No. 63 Mach No. 0.75 Altitude 25,100 ft
Gross Weight 339,625 Ibs C.G. -234c
w
 ( FS 1606.9 )
Tip Position 0 deg Bypass Doors 0 deg Ramp Down
Dynamic Pressure 308 lbs/ft2Velocity 762 ft/sec
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 4.62 deg
a
c
 = 4.62 deg
5C = 2.64 deg
6
e
 = 1.80 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 4 . 6 4 deg
«
c
 = 4.70 deg
8 = 2.52 deg
8Q = 2.62 deg
FLIGHT TEST
6 = 2.52 deg
6
e
 = 2.60 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 = 19.41-6.67 <5C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
* Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 21.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUWARY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SC3
Flight No. 64, Mach No. 1.21 Altitude 32,400 ft
Gross Weight 423,474 Ibs C.G. .228^ ( FS 1600.8 )
Tip Position 25 deg Bypass Doors 1.00 deg Ramp Down
Dynamic Pressure 578 lbs/ft2Velocity 1191 ft/sec
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 3.52 deg
a
c
 = 3.52 deg
6C = 1.79 deg
6
e
 = 6.78 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 3.54 deg
a =3.55 deg
5^ = 1.52 deg
5
e







 = 10.9 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 = 18.77-6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At oc= 0
Angle of attack, wing body
*Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 22.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMWRY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SC4
(Not actual flight case)
Mach No. 1.22, Altitude 39,300ft
Gross Weight 357,505 Ibs C.G. .209с„ ( FS 1582.7 )
Tip Position 25 deg Bypass Doors 1.00 deg Ramp Down
Velocity 1181 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 424 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 4.12 deg
a
c
 = 4.12 deg
6C = 2.20 deg
6P = 3.54 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a =4.11 deg
a = 4.13 deg
8C = 2.07 deg
8
e
 = 4.43 deg
FLIGHT TEST
<5 = 1.73 deg
5
e
 = 6.7 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 =18.23 -6.67 <SC
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At «= 0
Angle of attack, wing body
*Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 23.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SIMMARY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SC5
Flight No. 75 Mach No. 1.22 Altitude 38,300 ft
Gross Weight 338,505 IDS C.G. .2Z6c^ ( FS 1599.1 )
Tip Position 25 deg Bypass Doors 1.00 deg Ramp Down
Dynamic Pressure 444 lbs/ft2Velocity 1181 ft/sec
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 3.69 deg
a
c
 = 3.69 deg
6C = 1.79 deg
&
e
 = 6.27 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 3.68 deg
a. = 3.73 deg
8C = 1.66 deg
5
e




 =18.23 -6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At «= 0
Angle o£ attack, wing body
*Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 24.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SC6
Flight No. 81 Mach No. 1.61 Altitude 38,600 ft
Gross Weight 412,504 Ibs C.G. .220^ ( FS 1593.2 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 3.50 deg Ramp Down
Velocity 1559 ft/sec Dynamic Pressure 763 lbs/ft2
TRIM CONDITIONS
COMPUTED-RIGID
a = 2.90 deg
a
c
 = 2.90 deg
6C = 1.56 deg
6
e
 = 8.22 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 2.97 deg
a. = 2.99 deg
8C = 1.16 deg
g = 10.81 deg
FLIGHT TEST
= 1.26 deg






Angle of attack, wing body
*Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec
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TABLE 25.- FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
STABILITY AND CONTROL CASE SC7
Flight No. 68* Mach No. 2.39 Altitude 56,100ft
Gross Weight 385,155 Ibs C.G. •212c
w
 ( FS 1585.6 )
Tip Position 65 deg Bypass Doors 5.00 deg Ramp Down
Dynamic Pressure 728 lbs/ft2Velocity 2314 ft/sec
TRIM CONDITIONS
CCMPUTED-RIGID
a = 3.48 deg
a
c
 = 3.48 deg
6C = 2.39 deg
6
e
 = 5.62 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE
a = 3.45 deg
a
c
 = 3.43 deg
5C = 2.52 deg
S
e




 = '2.54 deg
6
е
 = 4.60 deg
Gearing: 6
e
 = 21.55-6.67 6C
FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS
At a = 0
Angle of attack, wing body
*Angle of attack, canard













Time to 1/2 amplitude, sec






































































































































































































































































































































































D Analytical - rigid
Д Analytical - flexible







Figure 31.- Comparison of flight test control deflections with
analytical predictions, performance cases
LOS ANGELES DIVISION















П Analytical - rigid
Д Analytical - flexible
20 16 12 84 '0 -4 -8 -12 -16 -20
Performance Case P-6




NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
Performance Case P7
20 16 12 8 4 0 -4 -8 -12 -16 -20
Performance Case P9
0 Flight test
D Analytical - rigid
Д Analytical - flexible
20 16 12 8 4 0 -4 -8 -12 -16 -20
8o - deg
Performance Case P10












rigid, flight point gearing
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Stability and Control Case SCI
20 16 12 8 4 0 -4 -8 -12 -16 -20
Stability and Control Case SC2
О Flight test
П Analytical - rigid





Stability and Control Case SC3
20 16 12 8 4| 0 • -4 -8 '-12 '-16 -20
b^- deg
Figure 32.- Comparison of flight test control deflections with
analytical predictions, stability and control cases
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Stability and Control Case SC4
ьо
20. 16 12 8




Stability and Control Case SC5
О Flight test
D Analytical - rigid
Д Analytical - flexible
-4 -8- -12 -16 -2020
Stability and Control Case SC6
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Stability and Control Case SC7 
se - deg 
0 Flight test 
0 Analytical - rigid 
A Analytical - flexible 
Figure 32.- Concluded 
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TABLE 27.- ANGLE OF ATTACK AND CONTROL DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS
DURING ROLLER COASTER MANEUVER TOR CASE P3
Flight No. 76 Data time 2:15:49 N
z
 = 0.63G
COMPUTED-RIGID COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE FLIGHT TEST
a - 2.03deg a » 2.07deg r\l = -.0076 ft
a
c
 = 2.08 deg a
c
 • 2.15 deg л2 = .0001 ft
6C = O.Sldeg 6C = 0.40deg n3
 s












 » 16.90-6.67 6C
Flight No. 76 Data time 2:16:8 NZ = 1.48G
COMPUTED-RIGID COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE FLIGHT TEST
a = 4.56 deg a =4.56 deg n} = -.1435lft
з
с
 = 4.50 deg a
c
 = 4.65 deg л2 - -.7346 ft
5C = 2.12 deg 6C = 1.77 deg лэ = .0180 ft 6 = 1.61 deg
6
e
 = 2.79 deg 6
e
 = 5.07 deg л
ц
 = -.0109 ft 6
e









TABLE 28.- ANGLE OF ATTACK AND CONTROL DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS
DURING TOLLER' COASTER MANEUVER FOR CASE P8





 - 3.33 deg
6C = 2.26 deg
6
e
 « 6.92 deg
COMPUTED-FLEXIBLE















6C = 2.70 deg
6
e
 = 4.60 deg
Gearing: б
е
 = 22.00 -6.67 б
с
Flight No. 70 Data time 2:05:44.5 Nz = 1.52G
COMPUTED-RIGID
a - 6.53 deg
a
c
 = 6.51 deg
















































 = 22.00 -6.67 6C
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Performance Case P3
20 16 12 8






Open symbol - flight test







Figure 44.- Comparison of flight test control deflections with










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
SENSITIVITY STUDIES
This section presents the results of an. investigation of the effect
of variation of various parameters on the trim and deformation characteris-
tics of the XB-70-1. One subsonic and one supersonic case, PI and P9,
respectively, were selected for these analyses. The investigation was
conducted during Phase 1 of the program and was not revised for changes
in the aerodynamic representation made during Phase 2.
Effect of Number of Modes
The computer programs used for analysis of the XB-70 contained pro-
visions for four symmetric structural modes. It was concluded from studies
made during the early development stage that four modes represented a
reasonable balance between accuracy of structural representation and
analysis time and cost. Modification of that system of programs under the
present contract to accept more than four modes was considered impractical.
The influence of number of modes was therefore investigated using an alter-
nate program which can accept large numbers of modes but which is limited
to linear aerodynamic data.
Linearized data for nine wing-body symmetric structural modes were
develotied for use in this program for performance cases PI and P9. The
linearization philosophy is discussed in an earlier section entitled
Digital Program Analysis Techniques. Variations of flexible-to-rigid
ratios and Ig trim characteristics as a function of number of modes are
shown for PI and P9 in figures 49 and 50. Discussion of the
philosophy and procedure involved in the flexible-to-rigid ratios may be
found in the section entitled Flexible Airplane Longitudinal Characteris-
tics and in Appendix D. Figure 49a illustrates the effect of number of
modes on flexible-to-rigid ratios of normal force and pitching moment
coefficients due to angle of attack for the subsonic case, PI. Data are
shown for individual components and for the complete airplane. The plots
show only slight variation for the canard and canard interference
components while rather large variations exist for the wing-body component
and the conrolete airplane. An evaluation of the representation in the
primary analysis methods may be suggested by a comparison of values at
four modes with those at nine modes. While such an evaluation is undoubt-
edly valid for an individual parameter, it is not conclusive for airplane
behavior as will be demonstrated in later paragraphs.
Flexible-to-rigid ratios of normal force and pitching moment
coefficients due to control deflection are presented in figure 49b. Ratios
are shown for the canard, eleven and geared controls. With the exception
113
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of the canard-plus-interference normal force ratio, only moderate variation
is apparent from two to nine modes. Four modes would appear to be a
fortunate choice for the canard term. However, as was described in an
earlier section, the canard load and canard interference load are nearly
equal and opposite. Thus, very large excursions of this ratio represent
no significant change in airplane lift coefficient.
Figure 49c shows the effect of number of modes on the flexible-to-
rigid ratios at zero angle of attack for PI. Four modes appears to be an
inadequate representation for these terms. Again, however, their influence
on complete airplane behavior should be the basis for final judgement.
Figure 49d shows the effects of number of modes on pitching velocity
terms for the same cases. Only moderate variation of either the wing-body
component or the complete airplane is apparent from two to nine modes.
An equivalent set of data to that described above is presented in
figure 50 for the supersonic case, P9. The trends of these curves are
generally similar; however, less severe variations with number of modes
are apparent. Four modes would appear to be a reasonable choice for
most parameters.
Figure 51 illustrates the effect of number of modes on Ig trim
characteristics for the subsonic case, PI. Since these trim calculations
were obtained from linearized aerodynamic data, the trim values would not
agree with those of the previous section which were obtained from the
actual nonlinear aerodynamics. (See the discussion in Digital Program
Analysis Techniques). Also, the sensitivity studies are based on Phase 1
aerodynamics while the final Ig trim data was based on aerodynamic
characteristics which were revised during Phase 2. These limitations have
no significant influence on the variation with number of modes and the
results are plotted in incremental form to eliminate confusion. The varia-
tion of Д5
е
 at trim is seen to be moderate. The value at four modes is
only slightly different from that at nine modes, despite the rather large
variations in the flexible-to-rigid ratios due to angle of attack and at
zero angle of attack.
Figure 52 shows the effect of number of modes on Ig trim characteris-
tics for the supersonic case, P9. In this instance, five or more modes
represent a definite improvement over the four mode representation despite
the fact that the flexible-to-rigid ratios showed less influence of num-
ber of modes than appeared for the subsonic case.
The variation of angle of attack at trim with number of modes was
insignificant for both the subsonic and the supersonic case.
114
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Summary of Sensitivity Studies
A summary of the effects of parametric variations on Ig trim character-
istics is given in table 29 for the subsonic case, PI, and in table 30 for
the supersonic case, P9. The tables list the parameter varied and the
amount and direction of the variation. The effects of the variation at Ig
trim are listed as incremental changes to the trim variables from the base
case, PI or P9. Corresponding incremental changes in deformation are
tabulated in Appendix I.
For the most part, the data are self-explanatory. Bypass door varia-
tion was omitted for PI since the doors do not operate at subsonic speeds.
Similarly, the effect of incremental wing tip variation about the tips up
position was assessed to be insignificant. The effect of gross weight was
studied for the supersonic case by imposing a uniform percentage increase
to retain the same weight distribution. By holding the distribution of
mass (weight) unchanged, the mode shapes which were computed for the basic
P9 case were still valid. The natural frequencies and generalized masses





 New(Gen. Mass) j^ = (Gen. Mass)
old
 Nev
Tlie magnitude of the change was selected to make the new weight equal to
the gross weight of performance case P4 by request of NASA.
Some effort was devoted to studies aimed at extracting gross weight
and center of gravity effects from pairs of cases from tables 1 and 2 at a
given l^ach number. Very limited success was achieved in this effort due
to the confusion arising from simultaneous differences of gross weight,
center of gravity, and dynamic pressure, and little hope is offered for
obtaining useful results from this approach.
In addition to the Phase 1 studies, boundary layer bleed effects
were investigated during Phase 2. For case P9, the presence of the bleed
duct on the bottom of the fuselage was found to be equivalent to S
e
 * +1°
at Ig trim. The effect of airflow through the duct was found to be
insignificant. The diverter bleed which exits on the wing upper surface
was determined to cause approximately +1/4° at Ig trim. For the subsonic
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case, PI, the lower bleed duct was found to have no effect. There was no
data available for the diverter bleed at that Mach number.
Significance of Sensitivity Studies on Analytical vs
Flight Test Correlations
Comparison of tables 29 and 30 show that the control deflections at
Ig trim for the supersonic case are far more sensitive to the parametric
variations than those of the subsonic case, due primarily to the much
lower control effectiveness at supersonic speeds. This behavior is
interesting when one recalls that the original comparisons of flight test
and analytical eleven deflections of figure'33 show reasonably good
agreement at subsonic speeds and a mismatch at supersonic speeds which
increases with increasing Mach number. Results of the present study
show very good agreement between flight test and analysis with the excep-
tion of the transonic case at M = 1.06. Small variations in folding wing
tip position, bypass doors, gross weight, e.g. position (C^ and flight
condition (dynamic pressure) are suggested as very possible sources of
the small mismatch which remains. The sensitivity results show all of
these parameters to have strong influence on the control requirements at
Ig while the experimental determination of their values is subject to
some accuracy limitations. In the supersonic region, eleven effective-
ness has little influence due to the domination of the canard control
power, although the control gearing is still significant due to the rela-
tive positioning of the canard and elevens.
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a) Loadings Due to Angle of Attack
Figure 49.- Effect of number of modes on flexible-to-rigid ratios of normal
force and pitching moment, performance case PI
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a) Loadings Due to Angle of Attack
» *
Figure 50.- Effect of number of modes on flexible-to-rigid ratios of normal
force and pitching moment coefficient, performance case P9
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Note: Change in angle of attack with number of modes
is less than .05 degree for all cases



























NOTE: Change in angle of attack with number of modes
is less than .05 degree for all cases



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NORTH AMEMCAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
DEFORMED ШОЕЬ WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS
This section presents a comparison of data obtained from wind tunnel
tests of the Deformed Model with corresponding information from Force Model
5. It also outlines procedures for estimating airplane drag from the
Deformed Model test data with the aid of flexible airplane characteristics
defined in this report.
Comparison of Deformed Model and Force Model 5 Data
During Phase 2 of the study, a comparison was made of the results of
wind tunnel tests of the Deformed Model (see figure 53) with those from
earlier tests of Force Model 5. The comparison was intended to isolate
major differences attributable to the difference in shape of the models
and was not meant to provide a detailed correlation of all aspects of the
data. Significant differences evolving from these correlations were to be
incorporated into the analytical evaluation of airplane characteristics.
Those aspects of the Deformed Model results which impinged on final aero-
dynamic definition used in these analyses have previously been j discussed
in the section entitled Aerodynamics. Drag was not considered in the
comparisons.
Correlations between Force Model 5 and the Deformed Model are made on
the basis of direct comparison of wind tunnel test results for the complete
airplane configuration with segmented elevens. One specific test (Ames
29) which was conducted during the airplane development period was used as
the primary data source for Force Model 5.
As exnected, the major difference in the aerodynamic characteristics
of Force Model 5 and the Deformed Model appeared as an incremental shift
of the normal force and pitching moment curves. Throughout the angle of
attack range of interest, the curves from the two models are essentially
parallel. Some differences are apparent at high angle of attack, but
these are of no consequence to the present study. Comparisons of data
from the two models are shown for each wing tip position at selected Mach
numbers in figures 54 and 55. Normal force coefficient versus angle of
attack curves are shown for the complete airplane configuration in
figure 54. The corresponding variations of curves of pitching moment
coefficient as a function of normal force coefficient are presented in
figure 55.
Since the force curves from the two models are essentially parallel,
their comparison may be conveniently summarized in terms of the values
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number are shown in figures 56 and 57, respectively. The symbols shown on
these plots represent test data.
The incremental differences"between the two models at zero angle of
attack represent the normal force and pitching moment of the complete air-
plane due to the structural deformation which was built into the Deformed
Model. These differences are plotted as a function of Mach number in
figures 58 and 59. At several points, theoretical estimates were made of
the normal force and pitching moment due to the incremental deformation of
the Deformed Model, using the Etkin Program (reference 3) in the supersonic
regime and the Vortex-Lattice Program (reference 4) at subsonic speeds.
Theoretical loads were estimated for the wing-afterbody and canard
comnonents and combined for comparison with the increments from tunnel data.
Forces acting on the forebody Avere assumed to be negligible. Loads acting
on the wing due to downwash from the canard were not estimated due to the
difficulties involved but are estimated to be small. Theoretical estimates
are shown on figures 58 and 59 by symbols while the test data is represent-
ed by lines. Agreement with test results in the supersonic region is
excellent, while the correlation at subsonic speeds is poor. However, in
evaluating the comparison of theoretical and test results, note the expanded
scales. The incremental normal force and pitching moment values are very
small due to the small amount of deformation built into the Deformed Model.
Comparisons with theory were also made on the basis of wing-body and
canard components. The difference between Force Model 5 and the Deformed
Model canard input increments are plotted at the top of figures 60 and 61.
"Пае normal force and pitching moment curves for the wing-body plotted at the
bottom of figures 60 and 61 were obtained by subtracting the canard incre-
ments from the airplane values of figures 58 and 59. The previously
described analytical estimates for canard and wing-body normal force and
pitching moment coefficients at zero angle of attack have been plotted on
figures 60 and 61. Note again that the experimental data are for the canard
plus interference while the theoretical estimates are for the canard only.
'Vs was the case for the complete airplane configuration, good agreement is
evident for the wing-body in the supersonic range and poor correlation is
apparent at subsonic speeds. Remembering that the effects of canard down-
wash tend to cancel out the loading acting on the canard itself at subsonic
and transonic speeds, the agreement between test and theory is good through-
out for the canard. The component data indicate that the discrepancy at
subsonic speeds must be attributed to the wing-body rather than the canard.
It is also pertinent to note test data show that canard interference effects
on the Aving-afterbody are negligible between M = 2.5 to 3.0.
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In evaluating the comparison of theoretical and test results, note the
expanded scales. Due to the airplane characteristics at the model design
case, the incremental deformation built Into the Deformed Model was very
small. The differences in normal force and pitching moment coefficient
between the two models is correspondingly small, with the result that the
correlations, both good and bad, are not entirely conclusive.
Procedures for Estimating Airplane Drag from Deformed fbdel
Test Results
At a later time, NASA will use Deformed Model wind tunnel results in
conjunction with flexible airplane analyses provided in this report to
estimate drag and performance characteristics of the XB-70 airplane for
comparison with flight test results. A discussion of recommended procedures










































































a) ST = 0
е
Figure 54.- Airplane normal force coefficient vs angle of attack
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Deformed Model
Force Model 5





















a) 6T = 0°
Figure 55.- Airplane normal force coefficient vs pitching moment coefficient
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Deformed Model
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Figure 56.- Airplane normal force coefficient at zero angle of attack
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Figure 57.- Airplane pitching moment coefficient at zero angle of attack
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Figure 58.- Incremental airplane normal force coefficient at zero
angle of attack due to deformed shape
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Figure 59.- Incremental airplane pitching moment coefficient at
zero angle of attack due to deformed shape
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Figure 60,- Incremental wing-body and canard normal force coefficient
at zero angle of attack due to deformed shape
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Figure 61.- Incremental wing-body and canard pitching moment coefficient
at zero angle of attack due to deformed shape
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EXTERNAL PROTUBERANCES AND SURFACE IMPERFECTIONS
Numerous differences exist between the XB-70-1 air vehicle presented
in the three view of figure 1 and the Deformed Model which has been tested
to supply drag and stability and control data for this study program.
Figures 62 through 80 present external protuberances which were on the
air vehicle for flights 63 through 82 but are not on the model. These
figures describe the protuberances, give their dimensions, and locate them
on the air vehicle relative to fuselage station, buttock plane and water
line. It should be noted that some of the items are present only on certain
flights. Where this is the case, the specific flights are noted on the
figures.
Figure 62 presents the air vehicle nose boom with attached pitot-static
tube and angles of attack and angle of sideslip vanes. (The details, of
the boom itself are those which were included in the early drag estimate
and flown by the Air Force; a somewhat different boom was used during flight
testing by NASA.) A second (standby) angle of sideslip vane mounted on
the fuselage nose is shown in figure 63. Pressure probes for the flight
control system "Q" bellows and total temperature probes appear in figures
64 through 66. IFF, TACAN, UHF and telemetry antennas are shown in figures
67 through 69. ;
Air vehicle boundary layer studies were conducted as well as other
investigations that required specific externally-mounted devices. Boundary
layer rakes and Preston probes mounted on the air vehicle are shown in
figures 70 through 74. A boundary layer separation wall and aft facing
step are presented in figures 75 and 76.
Other than specific protuberances added to the air vehicle, some
differences exist between the basic air vehicle and the Deformed Model. The
bomb bay doors and tracks of the air vehicle which are not simulated on the
model are described in figures 77a and 77b with the doors in the forward
position, as flown on all flights. Also, three fixed fairings for environ-
mental control outlets that are not on the model are described in figures 78
through 80. In addition to the above, there are about 450 small compart-
ment and equipment drain holes of 1/4 to 3/8 in. diameter along the length
of the lower fuselage and duct and the lower wing surface. Three one inch
diameter environmental control water drain holes are on the bottom fuselage
between fuselage stations 662 and 845. A two inch diameter ammonia exit
hole is on the upper right hand shoulder at station 855.
Three small retractable anti-collision lights are mounted on the air
vehicle. They were extended for subsonic and retracted for supersonic
flight. One is on the top air vehicle centerline at fuselage station 755,
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and the other two are on the left and right hand sides of the lower
fuselage, outboard of the weapons bay (B.P. 83.7) at fuselage station 1500.
Each light is cylindrical, four and one-half inches in diameter, and when
extended is four inches outside the moldline.
Numerous patches and doublers used for structural modification are on
the air vehicle. They bulge slightly outward and most are faired smoothly
into the basic air vehicle surface. A total of about 110 patches and
doublers are distributed throughout. They appear in many different sizes
from about 9 to 1400 square inches and have various shapes. Most are rec-
tangular with a 3 to 8 inch width, and approximately 80 percent of these
have the longer dimension perpendicular to the airstream. Generally, the
thicknesses vary from 1/64 to 1/8 inch with the average being 1/32 inch.
If more detailed information is desired, the air vehicle can be inspected
at the Air Force Museum at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
About 25 rather prominent 1/2 inch diameter fasteners which protrude
1/8 inch out from the skin are located on top of the air vehicle at fuse-
lage station 1900 ahead of the right vertical tail.
Other vehicle differences from the model are skin waviness, small
shallow dent-like depressions, and indentations made by chipping off of
paint. There are seven "waves", four on one side and three on the other of
the engine compartment in the vicinity of fuselage station 2100. The waves
are about 30 inches long and run diagonally along the duct sides with a
wave length approximating 18 inches. The depth is 1/4 inch. They were
observed in the static condition, and their appearance in flight is unknown.
The dent-like depressions number 22 and roughly measure 4x4 inches; are
1/8 inch deep, and run along the lower right shoulder of the fuselage
between fuselage stations 550 and 830. Paint had chipped off the air vehicle
from time to time, and, although repainted, the condition for specific
flights is not known. Generally, the indentations from chipping were 1/32
inch deep, and at the time of observance most of the chipping appeared on
the aft and lower portion of the air vehicle. The air vehicle also had
many cover plates, an assembly drawing of which is presented in figure 81.
The magnitude of the drag associated with various external items are
illustrated in table 31 and figures 82 through 86 for the design mission.
Table'31 presents a tabulation of the drag contributed by a number of
external items and the total drag is plotted as a function of Mach number
on figure 82. The pressure drag on the forward face of the forward by-
pass doors is shown as a function of Mach number on figure 83. This drag
is dependent upon door deflection which in turn is a function of 'lach
number, altitude and power setting. The maximum and military power data
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represent the door deflections used during acceleration and climb and the
idle power data are representative of descent operation. The door deflec-
tions used are shown as a dashed line on figures 84a and 84b. Bypass air
and boundary layer bleed air discharging into the airstream contribute
drag as shown on figure 85. The drag due to boundary layer bleed exit III
was included in the base pressure drag and was very small (about 1% of the
exit flow and thus about 3% of base drag). The drag of figure 85 repre-
sents the interaction between the exit airflow and the freestream. Figure
86 presents the estimated drag of ECS outlets.
The bypass drag items discussed in the previous paragraph were deter-
mined for the nominal flight schedule indicated in figure 84. The
corresponding estimated drag for these same items are tabulated in table
32 for the performance flight conditions of table 1.
The incremental drag due to boundary layer diverter flow which was
not included in figure 85 data is presented in table 33 for the performance
flight conditions.
Drags of the various external items were estimated using the NR Aero-
dynamic Manual and reference 13 as the primary source of data. In addition,
the drag of the blade antennas was checked against test data contained in
references 14 and 15. The drags of the temperature probes were obtained
from Rosemount Engineering Company Bulletin Number 7597.
References 16 through 23 contain emperical equations from which the
procedure for estimation of flow interaction was derived. This procedure
provides an estimate of lift, drag, and pitching moment characteristics
for both bypass and boundary layer bleed flow interaction with free stream.
(Note that the drag discussed in this section is the result of interaction
of exiting airflows mixing with the ambient air. Momentum losses are
accounted for in the section entitled Internal Aerodynamics).
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Same as Angle of Sideslip Assembly





Dimensions Are in Inches
L1/8 Thick Balsa Wood
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Note: Identical to Angle of Sideslip
Assembly on Nose Boom See Figure 62c
Appox. Fus. Sta. 185
Figure 63.- Second (standby) angle of sideslip assembly
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Dimensions Are in Inches
Figure 64.- Probe-total pressure (2)
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Dimensions Are in Inches
Figure 65.- Probe-static pressure (2)
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Figure 66.- Total teirperature probes (2)
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Dimensions Are in Inches
Fus. Sta. 655 Lower A/V
Fus. Sta. 637 Upper A/V
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Figure 67.- IFF and TACAN antennas (2)
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Dimensions Are in Inches
Fus. Sta. 694 Lower A/V £
Fus. Sta. 728 Upper A/V &
Figure 68.- UHF communications antennas (2)
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Dimensions Are in Inches
1 @ Fus. Sta.l350,B.P. 20,R.H.





Figure 69.- Telemetry antennas (3)
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Figure 70.- Boundary layer rake, fuselage bottom (^ , Fits. 63-74
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Figure 71.- Boundary layer rake, fuselage bottom С , Fits. 74-82
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Figure 72.- Boundary layer rake, R.H. wing upper surface
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Figure 73. - Boundary layer rake, air vehicle upper
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Dimensions Are in Inches


















Fus. Sta. В.Р. 170 R.H. Wing Upper Surface
1912
Fus. Sta. В.Р. 3.0 R.H. Side Bottom Fuselage
355
Figure 74.- Preston probes (3)
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Dimensions Are in Inches
View Looking Aft





Figure 75.- Boundary layer separation wall, Fits. 74-75
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В.P. 190.0 View Looking Forward
L.II. Wing, Upper Surface
































































































































































































































































































































Dimensions Are in Inches
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Figure 81 Cover assembly - fuselage, complete 
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Figure 82. -J Effect of Mach number on the drag coefficient increment
due to external items and surface irregularities
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Note: Due to pressure on forward face of forward bypass doors; effect of
exiting airflow not included. Total vehicle.
Figure 83.- Effect of Mach number on the incremental drag coefficient
due to bypass doors , design mission
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a) Military and Normal Powers
Figure 84.- Bypass external flap angle vs. Mach number, design mission
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Note: 1001 RPM lockup above Mach 1.3;
use military power flap angles
for Mach numbers 1.3 and above






















b) Flight Idle Power
Figure 84.- Concluded
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Mote: Does not include momentum loss; total vehicle
Figure 85.- Effect of Mach number on the drag coefficient increments
due to overboard air discharge , design mission
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Note: Estimated data. Does not include
momentum loss, mixing only
Figure 86. - Effect of Mach number on the drag coefficient increment due
to the environmental control system overboard outlets
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TABLE 32
DRAG COEFFICIENTS DUE TO BYPASS DOORS AND OVERBOARD AIR
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TABLE 33
INCREMENTAL DRAG DUE TO DIVERTER BLEED


























Note: Estimated data. Does not include momentum
loss, mixing only
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INTERNAL AERODYNAMICS
Propulsion system performance was requested for 10 specific flight
conditions as enumerated in table 1. The measured paraneters were reduced
by the contractor's Flight Test Data Reduction IBM Program. The esti-
mated data such as thrust, bypass drag, BLC drag, and inlet-wing boundary
layer diverter drag based on the measured flight test parameters are
summarized in table 34. Additive drag was based on theoretical and
empirical data.
The following series of tables are also based on flight test measured
parameters.
Table 35 presents the detailed data for the Boundary Layer Control
(BLC) System including: compartment and exit pressures, airflow, inlet
and exit momentum, exit Mach number. Figure 87 identifies the various
compartments.
Tables 36 and 37 present the following detailed data for the Bypass
System: plenum and exit pressures, airflow, inlet and exit momentum,
exit door angle. Figure 87 identifies the various exit doors.
Table 38 presents the following detailed data for the Inlet-Wing
Boundary Layer Diverter System: diverter total and static pressures,
airflow, inlet and exit momentum, exit Mach number. Figure 88 shows the
diverter exit flow angle. Figure 89 presents the flow area through the
diverter. Figures 90 and 91 show typical exit pressure profiles at the
inboard and outboard rake locations respectively.
In table 39 the inlet mass flow ratios are shown and are broken
down into engine primary and secondary flow, bypass and bleed.
Thrust data required for the stability and control flight cases of
table 2 are nresented in table 40. These particular flight test points
were not reduced; therefore it was necessary to estimate the thrust from
the calculated airplane drag at these conditions. Airplane drags were
based on wind tunnel test data available as a function of Mach number,
altitude, and lift coefficient. Bleed and bypass flows were for the
design mission-rather than the exact flight case. However, these thrust
data were used only for computing Ig trim characteristics, which are
relatively insensitive to thrust variations.
No duct leakage tests were made on the flight test airplane, and all
nerformance data assumes no leakage through the duct seals, the auxiliary
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inlet, or the bypass. Any leakage through the movable ramp joints is into
the BLC compartments and is accounted for as bleed flow.
A complete description of instrumentation (including installation
drawings) used on the flight test airplane is given in reference 24.
The airflow calculations for the bypass, diverter and bleed zones I,
II and IV were based on measured exit conditions during flight test. The
secondary airflow and bleed zone III airflow were obtained from a combina-
tion of calibrated duct flows prior to flight test and measured parameters
during flight. The in-flight thrust was calculated by the method discussed
in reference 25. The bypass drag, diverter drag and bleed drag were cal-
culated from the difference in momentum between freestream and exit
conditions. The additive drag was based on theoretical and empirical
data and measured inlet mass flow ratios. An inlet drag model was never
tested during the wind tunnel program for this air vehicle.
A brief discussion of the air induction system and some comparisons
between flight data and model test data are presented in reference 26. A
complete summary of the flight test data on the Air Induction System is
presented in reference 27. Reference 28 presents large scale model data
on inlet recovery, bleed flow, bypass flow and inlet mass flow ratios
obtained during testing, at AEDC.
The geometric requirements for air induction system, the inlet bleed
system, the byoass system, and the inlet-xving boundary layer diverter are
presented in reference 29.
Theoretical additive drag shown in figure 92 for supersonic Mach
numbers was computed using the equations presented in figure 93.
At subsonic and low supersonic Mach numbers a portion of the additive
drag or spillage momentum loss is recovered in the form of favorable
pressures on the cowl and other air vehicle surfaces. The theoretical
additive drag has been reduced, therefore, by an empirical factor, Кддо.
KADD as a function of freestream ?1ach number is presented in figure 94
along with data from the 0.03 and 0.04 XB-70 force model tests.
The values in the tables were obtained from the printout of the IBM
program. The number of digits tabulated do not indicate the accuracy of
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TABLE 35
BLC DATA - LEFT INLET
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TABLE 39
MASS FLOW RATIOS
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TABLE 40
THRUST DATA FOR STABILITY AND CONTROL CASES




























.3 .4 .5 .6
Inlet Mass Flow Ratio -
.7 .8
a) Supersonic Unstarted Inlet
Figure 92.- Theoretical additive drag coefficient
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b) Supersonic Started Inlet
Figure 92.- Concluded
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FRL
DADD = KADD < (AoV0P0/g) [V0 -
 Mi cos 
r^
 ^ 49.01882






 (Pi - P0)/2)}
Note: K
r






o)A'a + (pb '
b) Supersonic Started Inlet
Figure 93.- Theoretical additive drag calculation
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n + (PPSeudo - Po)A'pseudo}
Ramp n is the ramp on which the normal shock occurs. The normal shock
is assumed to be located at the intersection of the stagnation stream-
line and a pseudo cowl. The angle of the pseudo cowl relative to ramp
n is the maximum angle that will sustain an oblique shock.
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A .04 Scale Force Model









Curve Used in Final
Performance Calculations
Curve Used in Initial
Performance Calculations
.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0
Freestream Mach Number
2.4 2.8
Test data shown were obtained after the curves shown were determined
and indicate the general validity of the curves.
Figure 94.-Additive drag correction factor
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM (ECS) OVERBOARD EXITS AND DRAINS
The environmental control systems of the air vehicle discharge air,
water, and expended coolants (ammonia, steam, and nitrogen), from various
outlets and as leakage from compartments. A summary of the outlets and
leakage areas is shown on table 41 . The configuration of the outlets
is shown in figures 95, 96 and 97.
The flight conditions evaluated for outlet discharge and compartment
leakage are those of table 1 . Flight test data are not available for
all of the applicable parameters. Analytical values were used to complete
the data presented in tables 42 and 43 for outlet discharge and compartment
leakage.
Preflight analyses of the environmental control system flows of air,
water, and other expended coolants for the air vehicle were determined
parametrically whenever possible as a function of air vehicle altitude.
There is some variation due to differences in environmental temperatures
due to the Mach range of the flight envelope. The temperatures and pressures
of the air, water, and expended coolants discharge overboard are a function
of altitude and Mach number of the flight condition.
The estimated engine extraction airflow for the various environmental
control system elements is shown in figure 98 based on performance during
normal operation. The flash tank water consumption is shown on figure 99 .
The figures are further discussed in the sections that describe where they
are discharged overboard.
The outlet pressure shown on table 42 was the only one available from
flight test data. It is based on the flight test parameter located in the
RH ECS discharge outlet (Outlet B). The following describes each of the
outlets and summarizes the discharge flows.
Outlet A is the lefthand ECS outlet. It is used to discharge engine bleed
air from the freon compressor turbine drive, steam from the flash tank, and
engine bleed air from the flash tank ejector.
The flow rates in table 42 for the freon compressor turbine and flash
tank ejector are based on analytical studies and summarized in figure 98.
The flash boiler steam rate is from figure 99 . The temperatures and pres-
sures are based on flight test data.
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During preflight analysis at conditions above 40,000 feet the steam
discharge temperature was assumed to correspond to the boiling temperature
of water at the outlet pressure. The outlet pressure was based on wind
tunnel model tests for a ramp step outlet. Below 40,000 feet an air
ejector is used to depress the boiling temperature in the flash tank. The
temperature is a function of engine bleed air pressure and steam flow rate.
The discharge air temperature was based on the performance of the
turbine powered freon compressor. This could be estimated by assuming
adiabatic expansion of the engine air across a 75 percent efficient turbine.
Outlet В is the right-hand ECS outlet. It is used to discharge steam from
the engine bleed air water boiler, the emergency ram air/water boiler, and
the recirculation air water boiler. The bleed air boiler steam rate in
table 42 is based on figure 100.
The outlet pressure during preflight analysis was based on wind tunnel
model tests for ramp step outlet. The steam temperature was assumed to be
the boiling temperature of water at the outlet pressure. The ram/recircula-
tion air water boiler steam rates, temperatures, and pressures are based on
flight test data.
Outlet С is the pressure regulator and safety valve outlet. It is used to
discharge the difference in cabin leakage and makeup air supplied during
normal system operation.
The ventilation and makeup air to the cabin is controlled by an inflow
pressure regulator using cabin pressure as a control parameter and will
normally vary from 8 to 10.5 Ibs/min. The cabin is unpressurized from sea
level to 8,000 feet and maintains an isobaric pressure altitude of 8,000
feet to maximum flight altitude. For preflight analysis, the cabin is
assumed controlled to 70°F and cabin discharge at the pressure regulators
is 100°F.
An effective structural cabin leakage area of 0.284 square inches
was calculated from leakage tests performed late in 1957. The structural
air leakage from the cabin is shown in table 43 based on flight test cabin
pressure and temperature. The total cabin makeup air was determined from
performance curves. The difference in makeup air and cabin leakage is
shown in table 42 as discharge from Outlet C.
Outlet D is the ammonia boiler outlet. Ammonia is used as backup refrigera-
tion (in event of freon refrigeration malfunction) and is not normally
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The estimated ground utilization rate, when ammonia is used for
ground cooling, is 5.5 Ibs/min. The in-flight usage rate is 5.2 Ibs/min
when required for cooling in event of freon refrigeration malfunction.
The total capacity of the ammonia tank is approximately 500 Ibs.
Outlet E is the ECS equipment cooling airflow outlet.'' The flow rates shown
in table 43 are from performance curves based on flight data. The air
is discharged into the ECS compartment and exits overboard via the 1/4
inch air space on the left and right ramp step outlets, A and B.
The ECS equipment cooling airflow is controlled by an inflow regulator.
The flow rate varies from 8.5 to 10.5 Ibs/min. The air is discharged into
an unpressunzed compartment assumed to be at ambient pressure. The tempera-
ture of the air leaving the compartment is assumed to be equivalent to
local skin temperature.
Outlet F is the cabin heater engine bleed air discharge. The values shown
on table 42 are based on flight data and component performance curves.
Engine bleed air is used to heat the airflow for the crew members by an
air-to-air heat exchanger.
Outlet G is the fuel water boiler discharge. It is used during descent
to maintain the fuel below the engine limit of 260°F during deceleration.
The fuel did not reach the temperature required to actuate the water
boiler during the flights studied.
Outlet H is the water drain for the ram/recirculation air water boiler.
The ram/recirculation air water boiler is supplied with a continuous water
flow of 2.5 pounds per minute above Mach 1.7. This operation required
action by the crew and will be assumed "on" for flights above Mach 1.7.
The water is supplied to absorb heat from the cabin recirculation air loop
to reduce the heat load on the freon refrigeration unit. The water boiled
off and discharged as steam is included in the discharge from Outlet В
in table 42 . The overflow water in excess of that converted to steam is
shown in table 42 for Outlet H.
Weapons Bay leakage is described in table 41. The AICS and flight test
instrumentation packages are located in the weapons bay with self-contained
cooling and pressurization systems. The equipment is cooled by recircula-
ting nitrogen gas which in turn is cooled by injection of liquid nitrogen
into the recirculating stream. The nitrogen gas, resulting from evapora-
tion of the liquid nitrogen provides the necessary makeup gas for normal
leakage and pressurization. The packages are nominally pressurized to 8,000
feet, 10.9 psia. The nitrogen gas leaks from the AICS and flight test
packages into the weapons bay. The nitrogen mixes with the air in the bay
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and leaks overboard. The weapons bay door has seals at both ends; however,
on each side of the door a clearance of 0.005 to 0.020 inches is allowed
between the door track and door. The weapons bay is approximately 347
inches in length. The average nitrogen usage from the two packages obtained
from flight test was from 2 to 4.5 pounds per minute, for an average of 3
pounds per minute. The data was compiled from 20 of the earlier flights.
There was no record of liquid nitrogen usage available for the specific
flights called out in table 1 . The weapons bay flight data are shown in
table 43.
The preflight estimates on the usage rate of liquid nitrogen was 5.8
Ibs/min during the maximum cooling and pressurization demands of the AICS
and flight test packages. The expended coolant mixes in the weapons bay
and exhausts overboard at local skin temperature and pressure.
The Engine Compartment has 18 ground cooling doors, 3 per engine, to provide
engine compartment cooling during ground operation and low-speed flight.
The doors are on the bottom of the fuselage and allow inflow of ambient air,
induced by the pumping action of the engine ejector nozzle. These doors
are spring-loaded open and require no direct control from a control unit.
During the flight conditions of table 1 , these doors are closed.
However, there is no special care in assuring that the doors provide an
air tight seal. The doors are held closed by the pressure of the engine
secondary airflow induced in flight. The metal doors close onto a metal
door frame. Each of the ground cooling doors has a periphery of approxi-
mately 69 inches. These doors are on the engine access doors as shown in
figure 101. There is also potential leakage from each of the six engine
access foors. The engine compartment pressure and temperature shown on
table 43 are flight data. No leakages were assumed for preflight analysis.
Windshield Rain Removal Nozzles are on the movable ramp immediately forward
of the movable windshield at sta 359. Each of the two nozzles has a six
square inch flow area. No rain removal flow was required during the flight
conditions studied. The nozzle configuration is shown on figure 97. The
estimated airflow when selected by the crew is shown on figure 98.
Landing Gear Compartment doors are shown on figures 102 and 103. The com-
partments are conditioned by ethylene glycol cooled panels. There is no
discharge of coolants to or from these compartments. It is conceivable to
have an induced flow in and out of the compartments due to the difference
in aerodynamic pressures from one end of the door to the other. The fuse-
lage station location of the landing gear doors are shown on figures 102
and 103. No leakages were assumed for preflight analyses.
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The Flood Flow Scoop is the only external inlet for the ECS and is described
in figure 104. The flood flow scoop is nomally flush with the mold line
of the fuselage. It is only extended out during certain cabin pressuriza-
tion or cooling emergencies requiring ram air. No emergency requiring the
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Note: (l) Air space to prevent structural overheat provides area.
(2) Clearance between door and door track.
(3) Unsealed metal to metal closure.
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WP 65









Figure 95. - Ramp step outlets
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FS 852
Looking Fwd. FS 611
WL 92
1.5 x .049 in.


















Minimum Flow Area 6 in.2
One Nozzle-Shown
Figure 97.- Windshield rain removal nozzle
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TABLE 42
SUMMARY - ECS OVERBOARD OUTLETS




















































































































































































Note: The ammonia Ъо11ег (Outlet D) and the fuel water "boiler (Outlet G)
were off for the flights analyzed.
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TABLE 43
SUMMARY - COMPARTMENT LEAKAGE


























































































































































Note: The windshield rain removal system was off and the cabin air flood
flow scoop was closed for the flights analyzed.
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Note: (1) Normally off-selected on if rain or ice on windshield,
2 nozzles
(2) Flash tank ejector on below 40,000 feet, off above
40,000 feet




_- Cabin Make-up (3)














40 80 120 160
Airflow Ib/min
200 240
Figure 98,-Estimated engine extraction airflow
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Note: (1) Ammonia System Off
(2) Ejector on Below 40,000 Feet,
off Above 40,000 Feet.















Figure 99.-Flash tank water consumption envelope
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70
Engine Discharge Temp.









Water Flow Rate Ib/min
Figure 100.-Bleed air boiler-approximate water consumption envelope
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Figure 102.-Nose landing gear door
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1834
FS 1720
RH Shown, LH Opposite
Figure 103. - Main landing gear door
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Figure 104. - Flood flow scoop
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Because of the extensive nature of the preceding sections of the report,
it is appropriate to emphasize important study findings at this point.
The prime result is the demonstration that the overall knowledge and
techniques exist for predicting the longitudinal stability and control and
trimmed shape characteristics of a large flexible air vehicle in the sub-
sonic through supersonic flight ranges.
Contributing to the good correlations with flight test data obtained
during this study was the use of ground shake test modal data modified by an
accurate accounting of the weight at the flight conditions for which corre-
lations were desired. Also contributing to the good correlations were more
accurate definitions of the segmented eleven effectiveness, the a = 0°
normal forces and moments, and the nonlinear variations in the pitching
moment curves. The wind tunnel test of the Deformed Model conducted by
Ames contributed significantly to these more accurate definitions. Accurate
aerodynamic data acquisition through the transonic range between M = .95 to
M = 1.20 was and remains a problem.
It is important to highlight the fact that cumulative impact of all of
the individually small discharge flows on normal force and pitching moment
characteristics were important throughout the Mach number range of interest
for the XB-70.
A fact which needs to be more widely appreciated is that supersonic
flight cases require increased aerodynamic data accuracy proportional to
the Mach number beyond M = 1.0. Numerically small Cj\j and Cm increments due
to such phenomena as the previously described discharge flow become in-
creasingly important in describing vehicle trim characteristics.
The Deformed Model defined and tested during this program had built
into it the flexible shape existing at M = 2.53 and hp = 62,980 ft. This incre-
mental deformation was relatively small and produced small normal force and
pitching moment coefficient increments when tested over the subsonic to
supersonic Mach number range. In order to economically use the concept of
a deformed model, it must be shown that it is possible to analytically
extract the deformation increment effect (which is valid only at one flight
condition) from the test data at off-design conditions. It was not conclu-
sively demonstrated during this research study that this could be done
accurately because of the relatively small deformation of the model. There-
fore, it is recommended that additional studies be conducted in this
technical area to more conclusively demonstrate the validity of the approach.
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.APPENDIX A:
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XB-70-1 AIRPLANE
The physical characteristics of the XB-70-1 airplane are presented in
table Al.
TABLE Al
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XB-70-1 AIRPLANE
Total rang -
Total area (includes 2482.34 sq ft covered by fuselage




, Dihedral angle, deg 0
Root chord (wing station 0), ft 117.76
Tip chord (wing station 630 in.) ft 2.19
Mean aerodynamic chord (wing station 213.85 in.), in. . 942.38





Trailing edge ' 0
Incidence angle, deg:
Root (fuselage juncture) . 0
Tip (fold line and outboard) -2.60
Airfoil section:
Root to wing station 186 in. (thickness-chord
ratio, 2 percent) 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Wing station 460 in. to 630 in. (thickness-chord
ratio, 2.5 percent) 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Inboard wing -
Area (includes 2482.34 sq ft covered by fuselage but not
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TABLE Al. - Continued
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XB-70-1 AIRPLANE
Aspect ratio 0.766
Taper ratio 0.407
Dihedral angle, deg 0.
Root chord (wing station 0), ft . . . . . . 117.76
Tip chord (wing station 380.62 in.) ft . . . 47.94
Mean aerodynamic chord (wing station 163.58 in.), in 1053
Fuselage station of 25-percent wing mean aerodynamic
chord, in. . . . . . . 1,538,29
Sweepback angle, deg:
Leading edge . 65.-S7
25-percent element 58.75
Trailing edge • 0
Airfoil section:
Root (thickness-chord ratio, 2 percent) 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Tip (thickness-chord ratio, 2.4 percent) .... 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Mean camber (leading edge), deg:
Butt plane 0 0.15
Butt plane 107 in. . . 4.40
Butt plane 153 in 3.15
Butt, plane. 257 in. 2.33
Butt plane 367 in. to tip 0
Outboard wing -
Area (one side only), sq ft 520.90
Span, ft 20.78
Aspect ratio 0.829
Taper ratio i 0.046
Dihedral angle, deg . 0
Root chord (wing station 380.62 in.), ft 47.94
Tip chord (wing station 630 in.), ft 2.19
Mean aerodynamic chord (wing station 467.37 in.), in. 384.25
Sweepback angle, deg:
Leading edge 65.57
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TABLE Al. - Continued
GECMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XB-70-1 AIRPLANE
Airfoil section:
Root (thickness-chord ratio, 2.4 percent) .... 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Tip (Thickness-chord ratio, 2.5 percent) .... 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Down deflection from wing reference plane, deg ... 0 25 65
Skewline of tip fold, deg:
Leading edge in 2.5
Leading edge down • 3
Wingtip area in wing reference plane (one side only), sq ft:
Rotated down 25 deg 472.04
Rotated down 65 deg 220.01
Wingtips
Up_ T)om
Elevens (data for one side):
Total area aft of hinge line, sq f t 197.7 135.26
Span, ft , -. . . . . . . . 20.44 13.98
Inboard chord (equivalent), in 116 116
Outboard chord (equivalent), in 116 116
Sweepback angle of hinge line, deg О О
Deflection, deg:
As elevator -25 to 15
As aileron with elevators at ±15 deg or less .... -15 to 15
As aileron with elevators at -25 deg -5 to 5
Total -30 to 30
Canard -




Dihedral angle, deg 0
Root chord (canard station 0), f t 20.79
Tip chord (canard station 172.86 in.), ft 8.06
Mean aerodynamic chord (canard station 73.71 in.) j in 184.3
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TABLE Al. - Continued
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XB-70-1 AIRPLANE
Sweepback angle, deg:
Leading edge . 31.70
25-percent element 21.64
Trailing edge -14.91
Incidence angle (nose up), deg 0 to 6
Airfoil section:
Root (thickness-chord ratio 2.5 percent) .... 0.34 to 0.66 HEX (MDD)
Tip (thickness-chord ratio 2.52 percent) . . . . 0.34 to 0.66 HEX (MOD)
Ratio of canard area to wing area 0.066
Canard flap (one of two):
Area (aft of hinge line), sq ft 54.69
Ratio of flap area to canard semiarea 0.263
Vertical tail (one of two) -




Root chord (vertical-tail station 0) , ft 23.08
Tip chord (vertical-tail station 180 in.), ft . . 6.92
Mean aerodynamic chord (vertical-tail station 73.85 in.),
in 197.40
Fuselage station of 25-percent vertical-tail mean






Root (thickness-chord ratio 3.75 percent) .... 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Tip (thickness-chord ratio 2.5 percent) 0.30 to 0.70 HEX (MOD)
Cant angle, deg 0
Ratio vertical tail to wing area 0.037
Rudder travel, deg:
With gear extended ±12
With gear retracted ". ±3
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TABLE Al. - Concluded
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XB-70-1 AIRPLANE
Fuselage (includes canopy) -
Length, ft . . • 185.75
Maximum depth (fuselage station 878 in.), in 106.92
Maximum breadth (fuselage station 855 in.), in. 100
Side area, sq ft
 : , 939.72
Planform area, sq ft 1,184.78
Center of gravity:
Forward limit, percent mean aerodynamic chord 19.0
Aft limit, percent mean aerodynamic chord 25.0
Duct -
Length, ft . . . . . 104.84
Maximum depth (fuselage.station 1375 in.), in 90.75
Maximum breadth (fuselage station 2100 in.), in 360.70
Side area, sq ft 716.66
Planform area, sq f t . . 2,342.33
Inlet captive area (each), sq in 5,600
Surface areas (net wetted), sq ft:
Fuselage and canopy . . .... 2,871.24
Duct . , 4,956.66
Wing, wing tips, and wing ramp 7,658.44






Tread, ft . , 23.17
Wheelbase, in.' . 554.50
Tire, size:
Main gear (8) 40
 x 17.5-18
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APPENDIX В
FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE EQUATIONS OF M3TION
The longitudinal-symmetric equations of motion, as used in this study
for the flexible XB-70, are presented in this appendix in Table Bl. The
equations shown are for the longitudinal-rigid-body plunge and pitch modes
and four symmetric structural modes of the complete vehicle,. The airplane
rigid aerodynamic data and airplane response parameters are in a body
reference axes system; the structural mode data and structural response




2. Angle of attack (a) is small.
3. Angle of pitch (ff) is small.
4. The rigid-body modes and structural modes are orthogonal.
5. Canard surface aerodynamic data are modified by a flexible-to-rigid
ratio (KC).
6. Canard aerodynamics have been separated from the wing body aero-
dynamics in the table Bl equations.
The units for the equations shown are ft, lb, rad, and sec. (m, I
v
, M^~slugs)
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The rigid-body modes of motion of pitch and plunge referred to in the
previous paragraph may be thought of as representing the whole vehicle motion
or motion of the axis system X - Z in the sketch shown. The structural modes
may be thought of as incremental structural motions referenced to the moving
rigid-body axis system X - Z.
The canard's first natural frequency (approximately 9.0 cps) was
judged to be high enough above the whole vehicle structural natural fre-
quencies (four modes) used in the basic analytical model that its flexibility
effects could be represented by a simple quasi-steady flexible-to-rigid
ratio, KG, of the cantilevered surface instead of additional- dynamic struc-
tural modes.
In Table Bl, the moment arm Jf
ci is the distance from the center of
gravity to the canard center of pressure. The distance 0c2 is associated
with the time lag that it takes the downwash due to the canard lift acting
at a given instant of time to reach the wing and influence its lift (time =
*c2
-TJT- ) . The distance is related to the 3/4 chord point on the canard as wellv
o
as the wing since in simple lifting line subsonic theory, the upwash (net
angle of attack) acting at this point determines the lift generated.
. The List of Symbols section contains complete definitions of the
terms of the equations; however, in addition to the above sketch, it is
worthwhile to mention here .certain key items. In the use of the equations
of motions in this study the normal force coefficient, C^, may be assumed
to be equal to the lift coefficient, CL. The equations have been written
to emphasize the nonlinear character of the aerodynamic data of the XB-70-1.
The digital analyses programs used during this study can accommodate these
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics. The nonlinearities have been indi-
cated by putting the parameter against which the coefficient varies in a
subscripted parenthesis. Thus the usual linearized normal force curve
input would appear as С^ „а but the equivalent nonlinear input would appear
as CN/- 4. Two parameters in the subscripted parentheses would indicate a
nonlinear variation of the coefficient as a function of the two parameters.
The thrust input appears only in the moment equation and is assumed
of negligible impact in the other equations.
No attempt has been made here to derive the equations of motion. The
equations as shown should be recognizable by those familiar with the dynamics
of flexible vehicles. Those desiring additional enlightenment are referred
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APPENDIX С
SYMMETRIC STRUCTURAL MODE CHARACTERISTICS
The control point geometry for the 97 point ground vibration test (GVT)
modal data is shown in figure :C1. The similar control point geometry for the
118 point modal data is given in figure.C2. Point 93 in the 97 point GVT
grid set modes is the normalizing point, while point 118 is the normalizing
point for the 118 point grid set modes.
The 118 point grid was obtained by interpolating from the 97 point GVT
grid and.renormalizing to point 118 from point 93. Linear interpolation
between points was used. However, the interpolation scheme separates the
wing surface proper from the eleven surfaces. Because of this, no fairing of
lines occurs across the, eleven hinge line. This interpolation to the 118
point grid system was done because most existing XB-70 aerodynamic digital
programs utilize this larger grid system. It was judged more efficient to
use existing programs than to reprogram to the 97 point grid system. These
existing digital programs utilize only deflection data with mode slope data
being determined from internal curve fit routines. Since the linear inter-
polation scheme can distort slopes in some instances, slope data required for
other than aerodynamic purposes were obtained using manual techniques. The
118 point data used in the present study contain only those modes which are
primarily wing-body (WF) modes in the 97 point grid system. These modes are
identified in tables Cl through C17. Modal frequencies and generalized masses
are contained in these tables also.
The actual mode shape data tabulated against the control point number
for all cases studied are presented in tables :C18 through C34. Conversion of
deflection data from the 97 point GVT grid system to the 118 point grid system
may be accomplished by considering the definition of generalized mass. For a
given mode, the generalized mass M^ = Г/ф? m(x,y)dxdy. By equating general-
ized masses for a given mode in the 97*point grid system and the 118 point
grid system a factor can be obtained for scaling the 97 point grid system
deflections to obtain the corresponding 118 point deflections.




ll (Mi)118Thus: Factor = U. - .
 [ф.rx,y)i = Factor
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One must also remember the deflection at the normalizing point of a given
mode is +1.0; this fact may flip the deflection sense on some modes going
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TABLEIC1
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 81 \






































































0.14844 x 10 5





















* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
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TABLEIC2
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 76



























































































* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
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TABLE C3
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 76




























































































WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
1.0s :\N(;KI.ES DIi'ISION 
NOR'I'N AMERICAN ROCKWEEL CORPORATlON 
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 81 
case P 4, 6T = 65', Wt. = 400,104 Lbs., CG at FS 1590.2 
* \vF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds. 
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT 
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TABLElCS
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 79




























































































* WF refers to wing-fuselage ** For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
С refers to canard
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TABLE, C6
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 79 :



























































































* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points,
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TABLE, C7
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 67











































































0.33595 x 10 5
















* UT refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
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;
 TABLE) C8
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 70




























































































WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical, stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
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TABLE C9
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT |82


























































 0.53776 x 105
0.19363 x 104
































* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard
250
points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
1.0s hN(;I:I,I'S DIVISION 
NOR'IL'H AMERICAN ROCKM'ELL CORPORATION 
XB-70-1 S W T R I C  FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE 
QWCTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 66 
Case P 10, aT = 25O, - .  wt. = 436,975 Lbs., CG at FS 1596.2 
* IVF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds. 
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 9 3  for the 97 GVT 
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TABLE | Cll
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT .63





























































































* IVF refers to wing-fuselage **F6r 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
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TABLEiClZ
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 63





















































































0.21369 x 10 5





* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds-.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT'
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TABLEl C13
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 75



























































































* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard
254
points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
1.0s :IN(;EI.ES DI\'ISION 
NOR'I'H AMERICAN ROCKM'ELL CORPORATION 
TABLE C14 
TRIC FREE - FREE VACUUM V I  BRATIOI'd MODE 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 64 
C a s e  SC 4, ST = 25', Wt. = 357,505 Lbs., CG at  FS 11582.7 
* IVF refers  t o  wing-fuselage **For 1 / 2  a i r  vehicle i n  uni ts  of pounds. 
V re fers  to  ve r t i ca l  s t ab i l i ze r  Normalizing point CP 93 for  the 97 GVT 
C re fers  t o  canard points and CP 118 for  the 118 
analyt ical  points.  
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TABLE' CIS
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT.75



























































0.64910 x 10 7
0.69191 x 105
0.15681 x 104






























* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
С refers to canard points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
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TABLEI C16
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT 81



























































































* WF refers to wing-fuselage **For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
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TABLE1 C17
XB-70-1 SYMMETRIC FREE-FREE VACUUM VIBRATION MODE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FLIGHT ;68 /



























































































* WF refers to wing-fuselage ** For 1/2 air vehicle in units of pounds.
V refers to vertical stabilizer Normalizing point CP 93 for the 97 GVT
points and CP 118 for the 118
analytical points.
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
APPENDIX D
A TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING AERODYNAMIC FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID
RATIOS FROM MODAL DATA UNDER QUASI-STEADY CONDITIONS
The .equations of motion of the flexible airplane presented in Appendix В
describe two degrees of freedom of rigid-body motion (plunge and pitch) and
four degrees of freedom of symmetric structural motion. This description of
the flexible XB-70 was determined to be adequate to permit important inte-
grated investigations of all static and dynamic flying qualities including
control system augmentation dynamic interactions. While these equations are
capable of permitting the study of a broad spectrum of static and dynamic
problems on a unified basis, the rapidity which one can study certain limited
but important design synthesis areas is compromised. These problem areas
referred to lie in the static and quasi-static flight domain. In addition,
the manner in which the flexibility corrections are made to the rigid data
within the equations make it awkward t6 inspect any given flexible aerodynamic
parameter when one is attempting to analyze a particular airplane response
resulting from these equations. It is quickly added, however, that the modal
description of the flexibility influences which cause this particular analysis
problem is a tremendous simplification in setting up a complicated flexible,
"dynamic analytical model of an airplane such as the XB-70. It is the intent
of this discussion to show some of the advantages of the modal format and how
flexible-to-rigid aerodynamic data can be obtained to overcome the cited two
weaknesses.
Useful Features of the Modal Approach
Before beginning a detailed discussion of techniques of getting flexible-
to-rigid ratios for aerodynamic data, the following discussion is given to
aid in understanding the approaches taken.
It is well known that a structural deformation pattern under any set of
loading or restraint conditions can be solved for using a number of natural
vibration modes of the structure. Theoretically, an infinite number would be
required, but practically a finite number will suffice. No attempt will be
made to prove this statement herein, for it is well treated in most engineer-
ing math and structures books; it will, however, be used as the basis of proof
that certain derived observations are valid.
The requirements for the existence of free-free natural modes of struc-
ture are: (1) the net force acting is zero; (2) the net moment acting is
zero, and (3) the motion of all points on the structure are either in phase
or 180° out of phase with every other point. This information will be of
primary importance in the discussion to follow.
412 -
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Another piece of information of importance is concerned with the
acceleration and the inertia reaction force acting at a given point as the
structure is vibrating in a free-free natural mode. Consider the struc-
ture to be composed of concentrated masses (mj). connected by weightless
flexible rods as illustrated in the simple sketch below. The Fj shown
are equal and opposite to the free vibration inertia forces and freeze the
beam in the shape associated with the free vibration frequency шд..
.NORMALISING
Р01МГ
where: <p. is shape parameter and is unity at normalized point
If' is the generalized coordinate but may be viewed as a scaling
factor on ф.
is: 2 =
The deflection of point j moving in simple harmonic motion at frequency
The acceleration at point j is:




and, as already observed, the sum of forces acting




With these facts in mind, consider the situation of a flexible airplane
performing static or dynamic maneuvers. Using simple representative shapes
for the airplane, let us look at two possible longitudinal -symmetric flight
conditions: (1) l.Og trimmed level flight and (2) acceleration in pitch as
well as translation.
In case (1) , the structure has acting on' it forces due to gravity
(uniform acceleration) and forces due to the aerodynamics. Since the airplane
is trimmed, the net force acting on the structure is zero (<LF = 0) and -the
net moment is zero (ZM = 0). However, the amount of structural deformation
413
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is the result of the net distributed load due to the combined weight-aero-
dynamic forces. As was stated initially, the final deformed pattern may be
determined from the superposition of normal (natural) free-free modes as is






= £ MODES = |
^ V '
= О M.-0
The structure is deformed in a static condition; therefore, each contributing
mode is deformed statically. The static incremental load acting on the
normal mode to hold it in this shape is identical to the dynamic inertia
loading which determined the mode shape in the first place. The total load
414
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acting at point j on the airplane is:
J)
Hie total distributed load is still zero and, it will be recalled, is the sum
of the aerodynamic and weight loads. Theoretically, then the local load com-
posed of the sum of the local aerodynamic load and local weight load is equal
to the load determined from the modes as described above:
The corresponding moments about the C.G. are:
Where x is distance from mass to C.G.
The total loads and moments are :
.
It should be realized that in practice the accuracy of the equivalency is
dependent on the number of structural modes used (theoretically, an infinite
number) .
As a momentary digression, it is of value to note that this equivalency
could be highly useful in determining airload distributions without having to
refer back to aerodynamic coefficients . Given the mass distribution for a
given set of modes one can subtract out the acceleration loads (under l.Og
flight, the weight) and have the acting distributed airloads as a residue.
This has been tried using four symmetric modes during a short study of the
technique's potential and the answers obtained looked reasonable. No more
formal check than this was made. It is estimated that approximately ten
free- free complete vehicle modes would probably be needed for practical usable
load numbers; however, for getting answers indicating the basic cause of the
airplane's deformed shape, even four modes appear sufficient.
415
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Consider now the second case proposed; that is the airplane accelera-
ting in pitch as well as translation. The total acceleration field acting on
the vehicle mass may be viewed as being composed of two separate fields as
illustrated in the following sketch for an accelerated pull up:
TOTAL ACCELERATION ACCELERATION -
X
дпшщцпш
By knowing the mass distribution of the vehicle, one can calculate the force
loading due to acceleration:
F = -»nn Cr*ft'"l~?'x.) ;+F along + Z axis
Where: J is point designation as before
П is load factor
g. is pitch acceleration
X is distance from C.G. to-point mass,
As in the previous case, the structural deformation may be determined using
the modal description for flexibility. Again, the final deformed shape is .
determined from summing the contributing static mode shapes. Also, the
loadings to hold the modes in this shape are determined as previously
explained.
The significant feature to note in the two examples cited is that the
modal description of the flexibility was able to encompass any combination
of static and accelerated flight conditions. The proper structural response
to any set of flight conditions is automatically assured by the use of normal
modes. To say it another way, the aerodynamic modal coefficients for the
rigid airplane aerodynamic data ( с*?-ио . C4;(&~\ ,e*c.) have associated with
them the ability to call forth the matching inertia loadings that would result
from applying the individual aerodynamic loads to an unrestrained airplane.
For example, applying an eleven loading to the free-free airplane would cause
a translational acceleration proportional to the eleven load and a pitch
acceleration corresponding to the unbalanced pitching moment about the.C.G.
caused by this eleven load. This eleven force would activate the structural
response via the appropriate modal coefficients, so that both the air load
and the corresponding inertia load would be always coordinated. Correspond-
ingly, if the rigid body forces were trimmed out, so, too, would be the
matching component inertia loadings of the structural modes.
416
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Technique of Calculating Quasi-Steady Flexible-to-Rigid Ratios




 9- cose -
As shown, the rigid data components and the flexible corrections to those
components appear as separate contributions. Expanding this part of the
equation, but restricting it for simplicity of explanation to consideration
of only two rigid airplane components (wing-body and canard), the aerodynamic
coefficients appear as follows:
RIGID AERO FLEXIBLE CORRECTION
As is seen from the form of these data, the flexibility corrections are
lumped and individual component flexibilitiesiare not readily broken out and
associated \vith the appropriate rigid loads. In order to form the desired
flexible-to-rigid ratios for correcting the rigid data, these data must be
broken out. With the assumption of linearity of the rigid aerodynamic data
and its companion property of allowing superposition of component answers to
form the total, this can be done as described below.
The modal equations for the symmetric modes associated with the longi-
tudinal equations of motion take the following form under the assumption of ''
quasi-steady conditions. (See Appendix В and List of Symbols for detailed
definitions of symbols in this and all other equations used herein) .
RIGID AERO COUPLING STRUCTURAL AERO COUPLING
If one were to remove all but one of the rigid aero inputs to the modal
equations, one would obtain the modal response in all four modes for that
particular loading. These modal responses, in turn, may be used to determine
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Consider the wing-body component as an example. The above modal
equations made specific to this case are:
(~





Solving this set of simultaneous equations, Y]_, ^?2> ^3> anc^ ^4 are
obtained due to the inputs ( ^ ,
л
 )** , (Ст? )°<- ,
(С» ) oC and (Qp )oC which are associated with the rigid
airload ( CNJ ) ot . The flexible airload and moment are now obtained
using these responses:
It is easy now to form a flexible-to-rigid ratio for these wing-body






' + CNT^+Chfrfo+Ngfo x
C,
[CmJ«,«»D C™
I . Г^ ттП.^ Сп^ Г?,.-*-^ ^^ -*-
•^ I *т \ 1 ' У д
V г
418
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APPENDIX E
AERODYNAMIC, GEOMETRIC, AND MASS CHARACTERISTICS
Summaries of pertinent aerodynamic, geometric and mass characteristics
for each of the performance cases are presented in tables El through ЕЮ
and for each of the stability and control cases in tables Ell through E17.
The nomenclature is defined in the List of Symbols. Sign conventions are
given in the List of Symbols and in Appendix В. The data are compatible
with the equations of motion presented in Appendix B.
Detailed discussions of the data are presented in the appropriate
sections of the main part of the report; however, the following clarifica-
tions bear repeating here. The rigid-body aerodynamic data are based on
wind tunnel test and correlations done to support the XB-70 research and
development. The original definitions have been revised to reflect Ames
tests of Force Model 5 and the Deformed Model as necessary. Elevon
deflection data are given for nominal deflections of all segments; no attempt
was made to account for the variation in position between segments which is
apparent in flight. Similarly, off-design positions of the folding wing
tips have been omitted. Although most of the aerodynamic data due to rigid-
bbdv motions are nonlinear, linearized values are shown in tables El through
E18. A discussion of the philosophy, linearization process, and applications
of the nonlinear data is presented in the main part of the report under the
discussions of aerodynamics. The data shown for zero angle of attack include
the effects of thrust, bypass doors, bleed, and nose ramp position. Aero-
dynamic forces due to the structural modes were estimated from the appropriate
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APPENDIX F
VEHICLE DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
This appendix contains tabulations of the structural deformations of
the vehicle at Ig trim for each of the performance eases that were studied.
Deflections are measured in the z-direction from the undeformed positions
of the points, except on the folded wing tip where deflections are measured
perpendicular to the undeformed wing tip plane. Positive deflections are
down.
The grid network of points at which wing-body deflections are
specified is defined in figure C2, Appendix C. Wing-body deformations are
presented in tables Fl through Fll. For performance case P8, data are
shown for a canard-to-elevon gearing which matches the flight test control
values based on the final aerodynamic description. Data are also shown
for the design gearing and the early Phase 1 aerodynamic representation,
which was the basis for definition of the Deformed Model shape. Isometric
plots of the deformation patterns are shown along with the discussions of
trimmed airplane characteristics in the main body of the report.
The grid network of points at which canard deflections are specified
is defined in table F12. Canard deformations are listed in table F13.
439
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Table Fl.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case PI
Mach No. 0.76 Altitude 25,750ft
Sta Deflect. -In.
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Table F2.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P2
















15 0.4969 651 бс-00
16 0.54702787L 00
17 C.56045677E 00
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Table F3.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P3
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Table F4.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P4
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Table F5.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P5


























































56 -0.102 63 194E 01
57 -0.10616709E 01
58 -0.11793329E 01
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Table F6.- WING-BOD* DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P6























22 -U. 662 89в7ТЁ ffO
23 -0. 627920 16E 00
24 -0.54232594E 00








33 -0. 398782 54E-OC
34 -C-.15601823E-CO
35 0.13868203E-00









44 D. 477978 5 8E-00
45 :. 56141703E 00
46 D.67569952E 00
47 й.75619"207ЕТ»0
48 D. 793070 51 E 00
49 D.87131782E 00
50 -D.61832746E 00


























77 -0.305 250 97Ё-01
78 -G.15014562E-Q1
79 -0.79642965E-02
80 u о 70762464E-0~2
81 -C.17106861E-OC
82 -0.20345441E-00






































118 -0. 260945 13E 01
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Table F7.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case i P7














































43 1 0. 154621 50E-00
































76 -U. 357 30 5 50 E-00
77 -0.35797403 E-00










87 -6. 505662 18E ОС
88 -G. 515 80 2 72 E 00
89 -0.520412Q6E 00





95 -С. 85943051 E 00




100 -0. 963011 14E ОС
)01 -0.10764541E 01










112 -0. 2 6849 94 6 E 01
113 -0.28703797E 01
114 -0.308 15 127E 01
115 -0.33853382E 01
116 -OV36508211E 01
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Table F8. - WING-ВОВУ DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P8 (Flight Test Gearing)
Mach No. 2.53 Altitude 62,980 ft




























































































































,;. 653 2642 8E-01
C.12665117E-CC
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TABLE F9
r
 | ЩЩ-BqpY^EFLECTigNS AT 1G TRIM
Deformed Model Design Shape
Performance Case P8 | (Design Gearing)
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Table F10.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P9




















19 D. 441 2669 5E-90
20 G.65555643E ОС
21 U.87Q57750E ОС






























49 3.452 891 8GE-OC
50 -C. 294421 70E-00



























78 -u. 64 5 451 4 7E ОС











89 -0. 677 80 2 21 Е 00
90 -О. 695 771 8 6Е 00
91 -Q.60334178E ОС
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Table Fll.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT 1G TRIM
Performance Case P10





























































































90 -0.3 4920 700E 01
91 -0.26562478E 01
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APPENDIX G
DERIVATION OF CONTROL GEARING CHANGE RELATIONSHIPS
It is often desirable to compute the trim conditions for a particular
control system gearing from the known trim at some other gearing without
reverting to the computerized nonlinear trim analysis. This calculation
is readily accomplished by the relationships derived below based on the
assumption that the changes in the trim variables, a , 5с and g
e
, are
sufficiently small that the aerodynamic derivatives defined at the original
trim point will not be altered. In normal use, no serious restriction is
imposed by this assumption.
For any given set of flight conditions, there exists an infinite num-
ber of combinations of canard and elevon deflection which will satisfy
the requirements for Ig trim. Within the range of linear aerodyn'amic
data, the locus of these points describe a straight line, as illustrated
in the sketch of figure Gl. The solution for trim with any particular
gearing between the two control surfaces represents one specific point on
that line, for instance, point A of the sketch. The transfer from one
gearing curve to another (moving from point A to point B) requires know-
ledge of the slope and intercept of the constant trim curve and the defini-
tion of the new gearing curve. The new gearing curve is known.. The given
trim point (point A) will serve in lieu of the intercept of the constant
trim curve. It remains to find the slope of the constant trim curve.
By definition of the trim conditions, the summation of effects due to
the change in gearing must produce no change in normal force or pitching
moment. Angle of attack must be allowed to vary in order to retain a
normal force balance. The normal force and pitching moment relationships
are written in terms of incremental variations from the original trim
point as follows.
Д8с = О
W A/P Да + ^ Se A5e + ^ Sc Д5с = °
where the coefficients are flexible airplane values linearized at the
original trim point. The canard derivatives include the effects of canard
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%c
Simultaneous solution of these equations yields the desired definition of
the slope of the constant trim curve.
A6e
The solution also defines the variation of angle of attack which 'is
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APPENDIX H
WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS DURING TOLLER COASTER MANEUVERS
This appendix contains tabulations of the structural deformations of
the wing-body at selected points from roller coaster maneuvers performed
shortly after the Ig trim point for performance cases P3 and P8. Deflec-
tions are measured in the z-direetion from the undeformed positions of the
points, except on the folded wing tip where deflections are measured
perpendicular to the undeformed wing plane. Positive deflections are
down.
The grid network of points at which wing-body deflections are speci-
fied is defined in figure C2, Appendix C. Deformations are presented for
case P3 in tables HlMandi H2 and for case P8 in tables H3' and H4. Isome-
tric plots of the deformation patterns are shown in the main body of the
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TABLE HI.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT n
z
 = 0.63g, ROLLER COASTER
MANEUVER FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE CASE P3
Mach No. 1.18 Altitude ' 33,750 ft
Sta Deflect. -In.
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TABLE H2.-WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT n
z
 = 1.48g, TOLLER COASTER
MANEUVER FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE CASE P3




















































50 -0. 382263 74E-01
Ы -0.65063263E-01
52 -0.1 12451 50E-00
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TABLE H3.- WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT n
z
 = O.Slg, ROLLER COASTER
MANEUVER FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE CASE P8
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TABLE H4,-WING-BODY DEFLECTIONS AT n
z
 = 1.52g, ROLLER COASTER
MANEUVER FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE CASE P8
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.APPENDIX I
INCREMENTAL STRUCTURAL DEFORMATIONS DUE TO PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS
Tables II and 12 present incremental structural deflections due to
parametric variations for performance case PI Csubsonic) and P9 (super--
sonic), respectively. The magnitude of each variation is given along with
detailed discussion of the sensitivity studies in main part of report.
The tabulated deflections are incremental variations from the Ig deformed
shape of the base case. Thus, total deflection is the sum of the base case
Ig deflection plus the increment variation. The limited number of points
at which the data are given were selected to provide visibility of the
centerline shape, wing twist at two spanwise stations, and spanwise bending.
These data were developed during Phase 1 of the program. Revisions
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TABLE II.I- | INCREMENTAL STRUCTURAL DEFLECTIONS DUE TO_(PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS
Performance Case PI ' . - ' . ' .
Point
No.
Incremental deflections due to


















































































Incremental deflections due to
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TABLE I2.
r
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APPENDIX J
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING XB-70 DRAG
The following procedure is suggested for estimating the drag character-
istics of the flexible XB-70 airplane at the performance case flight condi-
tions of table 1 of this report using Deformed Model wind tunnel test
data. Several assumptions have been made to circumvent test data limita-
tions and theoretical program restrictions. These will be itemized later.
Miscellaneous drag and scale effects may be treated by conventional methods
and will not be considered here.
The procedure supposes availability of the following:
1. Definition of Deformed Model shape, available from Langley
measurements of the model
2. Definition of structural deformation increment of Deformed
Model, available from NR analyses
3. Definition of structural deformation increment at particular
flight point of interest, available from NR analyses
4. Airplane trim conditions at particular flight point, avail-
able from NR analyses
5. Wind tunnel force data at particular flight point, including
canard and.elevon control effectiveness. These data are
available from Ames tests of the Deformed Model, although inter-
polation on Mach number will be required for several points
6. Theoretical methodology for estimating airplanefdrce data;
i.e., lift, drag and pitching moment.
Let the subscript 1 denote the Deformed Model shape and the subscript
2 denote the shape at trim for some particular flightyxnnt. In the
following discussion, all test data and analyses ari^ M?, the Mach num-
ber corresponding to shape 2. Any necessary interpolation of wind tunnel
data is assumed to have been completed. The following procedure may be
used to define a complete drag polar for shape 2; however, only one point
(Ig trim) on the polar is a valid representation of the airplane since
only at that point does shape 2 actually exist. Definition of a correct
polar would involve repeating the procedure for several shapes which are
valid for a series of normal force coefficients. Data provided in this
report for roller coaster maneuvers may be used for tfiis purpose.
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 at Ig trim for case 2 (NR data)
Step 2: Find equivalent canard deflection which defines the correct
orientation of the canard to the freestream for case 2.
8c2 " 8c2 +Д0С2
where: S
c
_ is canard deflection at trim, 'case 2 (NR data)
Д0с2
 =
 ~(0c2 " 0ci) ^ (Remembering that -0'= +a)
0C = slope of forebody at canard attachment point due
to structural deformation.
Subscripts indicate deflection case from v/hich
slope is taken (NR data)
Step 3: Find set of wind tunnel force data for Deformed Model shape at
M2 with control settings of 8C7 and §e? by interpolating on
control effectiveness curves. Figure Jl illustrates such a
set of data. The points A,B,C,D define the path through the
curves for the various configurations at a constant angle of
attack for Ig trim of case 2. Note that the curve labeled WBC,
8c = 8c?» $e = 8
e? represents the canard at the correct
orientation to the freestream and the elevon at the correct
deflection for case 2, Point D on that curve is not in trim,
however, since it reflects the angle of attack and control
deflection for case 2 but still retains the deformed shape for
case 1. The sketch of. figure Jl is illustrative only, and is
not meant to-imply magnitude or directive of specific component
inputs. (Ames wind tunnel data)
Step 4: Using an appropriate theory, compute the force characteristics
of the Deformed Model shape wing-afterbody at M2. (It is assumed
that the influence of changes in shape of the forebody on wing-
body pressures will be ignored. If desired, forebody shape
effects could be included with no change in basic approach.)
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Step 5: Find total deformed shape of wing-afterbody at case 2.
22 = Zj - 0i + 02 at any location X,Y
where Z^ = total z-ordinate of the Deformed Model obtained from
Langley measurements of the Model, positive down.
Z may be inferred to be mean camber ordinates or
upper and lower surface ordinates, depending on desired
representation.
0^ = structural deformation increment of the mean camber
surface of the Deformed Model, positive down, from
NR analyses
02 = structural deformation increment of the mean camber
surface for case 2, positive down, from NR analyses
Z-^ - 0 = airplane jig shape
If Z is used as upper and lower surface values, the mean camber-
structural deflections, 0, should be added to both sets.
)•
Step 6: Using the .same procedure as in Step 4, find the theoretical force
characteristics of the wing-afterbody of shape 2 at N^ .-
Step 7: Find the incremental change in force characteristics due to
change in shape of wing afterbody.
'4
at a= constant, M2
Step 8: Find estimated force data for case 2 atrj^by adding the theoreti-
cal increments found in Step 7 to the win4v|^nriel force data of
Step 3 for б с = fie? an^ ^e = ^ey *№&$addition is performed
at constant angle of attack. Point E on this curve (figure Jl)
should not be in trim at the CN for Ig for the gross weight and
center of gravity of case 2. This trim check is a necessary
condition for validity of the procedure.
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The following assumptions are inherent in the procedure outlined
above.
1. It is assumed that canard drag is not influenced by change in
canard shape due to structural deformation, but rather is related
only to its orientation to the freestream. A small error in air-
plane balance is also introduced since the procedure does not
account for the change in canard lift and moment due to the shape
change. This assumption is not essential. If desired, the
influence of changes in canard shape could be estimated by the
same theoretical approach that was applied to the wing-afterbody.
2. It is assumed that the drag arising from the canard interference
loading on the wing is 'unchanged by structural deformation. Two
elements are involved here. First is the assumption that the
drag due to a given loading acting on wing (due to the presence
of the canard) does not change with variations of wing twist and
camber shape. Second is the assumption that the interference
loading on the wing is unchanged by canard shape and vertical
position. It is possible to avoid the first of these assumptions
by use of canard interference load distributions developed from
Force Model 5 test data during the airplane design process. Drag
due to the interference loading could be computed for the Deformed
Model wing shape and for a particular new wing shape. The incre-
mental difference between these drags could then be added to the
estimated drag for the new wing shape.
*
3. It is assumed that the effect of changes in forebody shape arising
from changes1 in forebody pressures is negligible. This assumption
is readily eliminated if desired.
4. It is assumed that the drag of the elevens is a function of a and
8e and is not influenced by twist and camber changes of the wing.
5. It is assumed that wing twist and camber changes will not influence
drag associated with the leading edge vortices.
6. It is assumed that drag characteristics related to wedge-on-iving
effects are not altered by changes in wing twist and camber. This
assumption could be eliminated by an analysis to estimate the
pressure loading acting on the wing due to presence of the after-
body. The wedge-pn-wing drag could then be calculated for the
Deformed Model shape and a desired new shape. The incremental
difference between these drags defines the i correction for wedge-
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